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Two children were killed
and three others injured

after a wall of a school build-
ing collapsed on them in a vil-
lage on Monday around 10 am
at Khazan Singh KS Public
School, a private primary
school in Salarpur village under
Sector 49 police station limits,
police said.

Taking a serious note of the
incident, Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath has ordered an
enquiry and directed officials of
Gautam Budh Nagar district to
ensure proper treatment to the
injured.

According to eyewitness,
children were playing when a
wall collapsed on them as a JCB
collided with the school wall.
Five school students identified
as Akash, Naitik, Reshu,
Bhupendra and Vievek, who
were the victim, were rescued
from the debris and rushed to
a nearby hospital where
Bhupendra (10) and Vivek (8)
were declared brought dead
while Akash, Naitik and Reshu
are being treated.

Senior Superintendent of

Police (SSP), Gautam Buddh
Nagar, Ajay Pal Sharma and
District Magistrate (DM)
Brajesh Narain Singh met the
families of the victims and
took stock of the situation, offi-
cials said.

It is understood the school

was being run a plot owned by
one Amit Bhati. Police are try-
ing to identify the people run-
ning the school. A First
Information report has been
lodged at sector-49 police sta-
tion and probe has been
launched, a police official said.
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Chinese investment in India
is as low as US $5 billion,

but Chinese companies are
executing projects of Indian
entities pegged at a whopping
$63 billion. A parliamentary
panel has pointed to this “pro-
jects export” by China without
“bringing any actual invest-
ment” and pushed for an
immediate stress on invest-
ments by Chinese companies in
India.  The Committee has also
outlined the security implica-
tions of Chinese projects say-
ing they should be examined
with circumspection on a sec-
toral basis. The trade deficit
between the two countries
stand at nearly $52 billion.

“While cumulative Chinese
investments in India are sub-
stantially low at round $5 bil-

lion, the value of Indian pro-
jects currently executed by
Chinese companies is estimat-
ed to be as high as $63 billion.
China is engaged in project
exports in India without bring-
ing its own capital for invest-
ment. Such a trend is not
healthy for the overall growth
of Indian economy,” said the
parliamentary committee on
External Affairs, headed by
Congress MP Shashi Tharoor
in its report. The report was
tabled in the Lok Sabha on
Monday.

The Committee pointed
out that trade deficit with
China is totally loaded against
India. The factors which is
responsible for this include
non tariff barriers imposed by
China to Indian goods and ser-
vices, dumping of goods, lack
of genuine investment profile

on the part of China, security
imperatives are some of the
concerns which India faces on
the matter.

In its report, the
Committee recommended that
India should persuade Chinese
companies to bring more
investment into India rather
than merely resorting to project
exports. “The continuously ris-

ing trade deficit which has
increased to $52 billion in
2016-17 and is at present $63
billion is unsustainable and
requires concrete steps to be
taken for redressal,” it said.

Foreign Secretary Vijay
Gokhle, who appeared before
the Committee, had submitted
that there has always been a dif-
ference between the Indian

figures and the Chinese cus-
toms statistics. “The Chinese
calculate the data on calendar
basis while India calculates on
financial year basis. It is virtu-
ally impossible to reconcile
the figures. As far as the Indian
Government data is concerned
in the three previous financial
years of 2014-15, 2015-16,
2016-17, the deficit was $48.47
billion, $52.69 billion and
$51.09 billion. In each case, the
Chinese exports were around
$60 billion and the Indian
exports were in the range of
nine billion to $10 billion.
According to the Chinese cus-
toms statistics, in that same
period for 2014, 2015 and 2016
calendar years, the deficit was
$37 billion; $44 billion and $47
billion,” the Foreign Secretary
had submitted told the
Committee.

On the issue of Chinese
ease of entry to Indian markets
and project exports, the
Ministry of External Affairs
said the value of projects cur-
rently under execution is esti-
mated to be $63 billion. So
while the cumulative Chinese
investments in India are sub-
stantially low which is about $5
billion, the project exports are
substantial and the
Government’s effort has essen-
tially been to persuade the
Chinese to invest into the
country and not to utilise
Indian capital by bringing pro-
jects into the country.

The Committee questioned
as to why the Government has
not been able to leverage with
China the fact of a massive $80
billion market next door as to
compel it to bring some degree
of equity in the bilateral trade.
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Pakistan on Monday released
Indian prisoner Hamid

Nihal Ansari, who was
detained by the country’s intel-
ligence agencies in 2012 and
subsequently sentenced to
three years’ imprisonment by a
military court in 2015 for pos-
sessing a fake Pakistani identi-
ty card.

Ansari, a 33-year-old
Mumbai resident, was lodged
in the Peshawar Central Jail
after being sentenced by the
military court on December
15, 2015. His three-year jail
term ended on December 15,
2018 but he was not able to
leave for India as his legal doc-
uments were not ready.

On Thursday, the
Peshawar High Court gave
the federal government a
month deadline to complete
his repatriation process.

“Ansari is being released
upon completion of his sen-
tence and is being repatriated
to India,” Pakistan Foreign
Office Spokesperson
Mohammad Faisal said.

He claimed that Ansari
was an “Indian spy who had

illegally entered Pakistan and
was involved in anti-state
crimes and forging docu-
ments.”

Ansari went missing after
he was taken into custody by
Pakistani intelligence agen-
cies and local police in 
Kohat in 2012 and finally in
reply to a habeas corpus peti-
tion filed by his mother, Fauzia
Ansari, the high court was
informed that he was in cus-
tody of the Pakistan Army and
was being tried by a military
court. 

He entered Pakistan from
Afghanistan, reportedly to
meet a girl he had befriended
online.

A two-judge Peshawar
High Court bench, comprising
Justice Roohul Amin and
Justice Qalandar Ali Khan,
on Thursday heard an appeal
filed by Ansari through his
lawyer Qazi Muhammad
Anwar.

Anwar informed the
bench that both the Ministry
of Interior and authorities of
prison, where he was lodged,
were completely silent about
his release and deportation to
India.
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Senior IAS officer Gaurav
Dwivedi was appointed as

secretary to Chief Minister

Bhupesh Baghel on Monday,
hours after he took oath as the
third Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh.

Taran Prakash Sinha, IAS,
has been appointed as deputy
secretary to the Chief Minister
and he would also hold charge
of Commissioner, Public
Relations.

Taman Singh Sonwani,
who is presently the
Commissioner, Surguja, has
been appointed as joint secre-
tary to Chief Minister.
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Just two days after Congress
leaders held a Press confer-

ence saying no CAG report on
pricing of Rafale jets has been
shared with the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC),
the CAG has sent a draft
report on Rafale deal to the
Ministry of Defence for its
comment. 

Highly placed sources said
that the CAG has asked the
Ministry of Defence to revert
within four weeks on the draft
report. The draft report was
sent to the Ministry of Defence
two weeks ago. However, the
report is unlikely to be tabled
in the ongoing Winter Session
of the Parliament.

The controversy erupted
over the CAG report on Rafale
ever since the Supreme Court
mentioned about this while
giving clean chit to the
Government. 

The senior Congress
leader Mallikarjun Kharge,
who is the Public Accounts
Committee chairman, accused
the Government of misleading
the apex court.  “The
Government lied in the
Supreme Court that the CAG
report was presented in the
House and in the PAC, and
PAC has probed it.  The
Government said in the
Supreme Court that it (the
report) is in public domain.
Where is it? Have you seen it?”
Kharge, alleged. 
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Seasoned Congress politi-
cian Bhupesh Baghel was

on Monday sworn in as the
third Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh, bringing an end
to 15-year rule of the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) in the min-
eral-rich state.

The two other Congress
heavyweights in the state- TS
Singh Deo and party's OBC
cell  national chairman
Tamradhwaj Sahu also sworn-
in as Ministers amid cheering
by thousands of enthusiastic
party supporters.   

The swearing-in ceremo-
ny was held at a jam-packed
Indoor stadium in Raipur as
the authorities shifted the
venue from sprawling Science
College ground due to inces-
sant rain throughout the day.

Baghel, who represents
Patan Assembly constituency
in Durg district, was admin-
istered the oath of office and
secrecy by Governor
Anandiben Patel in the pres-
ence of Congress President
Rahul Gandhi, former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh
and BJP's Raman Singh among
other dignitaries here. 

The f irebrand leader
Baghel is largely hailed as the
architect of Congress' landslide
victory in the tribal-dominat- ed state where it won 68 seats in the 90-member Assembly.

A powerful leader of the
OBC community, Baghel was
a Minister in Digvijay Singh's
cabinet in undivided Madhya
Pradesh and later became a
Minister in Ajit Jogi's govern-
ment after Chhattisgarh was
carved out of Madhya Pradesh
on Nov 1, 2000. 

Launching his political
career as a students' leader in
early 1980s, Baghel was elect-
ed to the undivided Madhya
Pradesh Assembly for the first
time in 1993. Baghel's top
political opponent Ajit Jogi
who had deserted the

Congress in 2016 to launch his
own outfit, skipped the swear-
ing-in ceremony.   

After the swearing-in cer-
emony, Rahul Gandhi took to
twitter to thank the people of
the state and vowed to build a
"new Chhattisgarh". 

"We will work shoulder-
to-shoulder to build a new
Chhattisgarh. Farmers, youth
and women will have a special
claim to this government,"
said Gandhi expressing his
gratitude to party workers and
leaders for the hard earned
victory.
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Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel announced to waive

off farmers’ bank loans amount-
ing to �6,100 crore. The  min-
imum support price(MSP) on
paddy has been hiked up to
�2,500 per quintal.  An SIT has
been formed to probe into
Jheeram valley massacre of
Congress leaders in 2013.

Hours after he took oath as
the Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh, Baghel presided
over a Cabinet meeting and
decided to waive off farm loan
which would benefit 16.65 lakh
farmers who were reeling
under steep debt.

The farm loan waiver was
a prime promise of the
Congress to the farmers in
assembly poll campaign that

helped the party to bag 68 seats
in a 90-member state assembly.
The farm bank loan waiver
announcement has been wide-
ly hailed by farmers’ represen-
tative bodies.   

Addressing the first ever
press conference as chief min-
ister, Baghel briefed media per-
sons about the cabinet decisions
and said that SIT probe will
unravel conspiracy behind
Jheeram valley massacre in
which several Congress leaders
were killed by Maoists includ-
ing the then state Congress
chief Nandkumar Patel, veter-
an leader VC Shukla and trib-
al leader Mahendra Karma.

Baghel reiterated that his
government would not carry on
the politics of vendetta. He
added that his Government
would also contain unnecessary

Government expenditure to
boost fiscal health of the State.
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New Delhi: The Supreme Court has granted pro-
tection from arrest to a news channel journalist
who had allegedly conducted a sting operation
on four ruling Biju Janta Dal (BJD) MLAs in
Odisha. A Bench of Justices DY Chandrachud and
MR Shah also sought response from the Odisha
Government on the plea of journalist Ravi
Sharma seeking anticipatory bail and challeng-
ing the order of High Court dated December 5.

“Having regard to the above position and hav-
ing due regard to all the facts and circumstances,
we direct that there shall be a stay of arrest in the
meantime,” the Bench said.

At the outset, advocate Rahul Shyam
Bhandari, appearing for Sharma contended that
the journalist was wrongly framed in the case
since he had conducted the sting operation against
the four MLAs of BJD.

He said there is no absolute bar for grant of
anticipatory bail in the case where alleged
offences are under the Scheduled Caste and
Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act.

Sharma was booked in the complaint case
lodged by MLA Bijay Naik of Karanjia con-
stituency under various Sections of IPC and pro-
visions under the Act. In 2016, a regional news
channel had aired a sting operation in which four
BJD MLAs — Seemarani Nayak (Hindol); Susant
Behera (Chhendipada); Bijay Naik (Karanjia) and
Anam Naik (Bhawanipatna) were seen demand-
ing money from an industrialist in lieu of pro-
viding him facilities for setting up industries in
the State. PTI

New Delhi: The Supreme Court has asked the
Rajasthan Government to explain as to how
some videos of hate speech were uploaded on
the internet from Jodhpur jail premises by
Shambhu Lal Raigar, who is accused of hack-
ing and burning alive a Muslim labourer from
West Bengal.

The top court also sought response from
Raigar as to why he should not be transferred
to Delhi’s Tihar jail or any other jail out of
Rajasthan.

“Issue notice to the newly added respon-
dent (Raigar), returnable on January 21, 2019.
In the meantime, the State of Rajasthan shall
file its counter affidavit to these 
proceedings. The State shall, in particular,
explain whether a video was uploaded from
within the jail premises by the newly added
respondent and, if so, how that was possible,”
said a Bench of Justices DY Chandrachud and
MR Shah.

Senior advocate Indira Jaising, appearing
for Gulbahar Biwi, wife of the victim who was
allegedly killed by Raigar in on December 6 last
year, said that the accused has been continu-
ously uploading videos of hate speech on the
Internet and should be transferred to Tihar jail
or any other prison outside the State. PTI
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Union Cabinet on Monday
approved increasing the allot-

ment of deposit free LPG connec-
tions to poor under PM Ujjwala
scheme, establishment of two new
AIIMS hospitals in Madurai, Tamil
Nadu, and Bibinagar in Telangana.
Cabinet also approved a new four-
lane 14 kilometre road bridge across
river Ganga in Patna in Bihar. 

Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs (CCEA) chaired by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
approved expansion of beneficiaries
list under PM Ujjwala Yojana to
release deposit free LPG connections
to poor families so far uncovered.
This is subject to fulfilling eligibili-
ty norms and furnishing required
documents, said Petroleum Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan, while
addressing media along with Law
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad.

Pradhan said people in seven
categories are identified for this
allotment of deposit free LPG cylin-
ders to poor. “SC/STs households,
beneficiaries of Pradhan Mantri
AwasYojana (PMAY) (Gramin),
Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY),

Forest dwellers, Most Backward
Classes (MBC), Tea & Ex-Tea
Garden Tribes, people residing in
Islands / river islands, whose names
did not appear in the SECC Iist,” said
the statement issued by Government.

Cabinet approved the project for
construction of a 5.634-km long new
four lane bridge in Patna across river
Ganga, just 38 metres on upstream
side of the existing MG Setu. The
construction period for the project
is three and a half years and likely to
be completed by January 2023.

“This mega project is 14.500-km
long and passes through Patna,
Saran and Vaishali districts of Bihar.
The project includes 5634-metre
long major bridge parallel to the
existing old MG Setu, 4 number of
Vehicular Underpasses (VUPs), one
Rail Over Bridge (RoB), 1580-metre
long one viaduct, 110-metre long one
flyover, 4 minor bridges, 5 numbers
bus shelters and 13 road junctions,”
said the statement. Cabinet also
sanctioned establishment of two
new All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) at Madurai, Tamil
Nadu at a cost of Rs 1,264 crore and
Bibinagar, Telangana at a cost of Rs
1,028 crore.
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The three-day-long annual
DGP’s conference to be

hosted by the Union Home
Ministry will start on
December 20 at the site of the
tallest statue of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel in Gujarat.
Militancy in Jammu &
Kashmir, cross-border terror-
ism and attempts to 
radicalise youth will top the
agenda of the conference inau-
gurated by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.

Issues like clashes due to
communal tension, circulation
of communally sensitive news
and pornographic materials
through social media are also
expected to be discussed at the
three-day meeting, a Union
Home Ministry official said. 

The top police officers of
the country will be closeted 
for multiple sessions of dis-
cussions on issues concerning
the country, including 
militancy in Jammu and
Kashmir, cross-border terror-
ism, attempts to radicalise
youth, Naxal menace and the
situation in the Northeast, the
official said.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday

announced $1.4 billion finan-
cial assistance to Maldives after
he held extensive talks with its
visiting President Ibrahim
Mohamed Solih. 

During the talks, the two
sides vowed to deepen securi-
ty cooperation in the Indian
Ocean Region.

The two countries also
inked four pacts, including
one on visa facilitation besides
agreeing on maritime cooper-
ation. “We held successful talks
in a cordial atmosphere. We
vowed to strengthen ties,” Modi
said in his press statement, with
Solih by his side.

Modi also said the securi-
ty interests of the two countries
were intertwined and both sides
will work together to further
strengthen cooperation in the
Indian Ocean Region.

“We will not allow our
countries to be used for activ-
ities which can be harmful to
each other’s interests,” Modi
asserted.

The Prime Minister said
India is extending $1.4 billion
as budget support, currency
swap and line of credit for the
social and economic develop-
ment of Maldives. 

“We want greater trade
ties with Maldives. There are
increasing opportunities for

Indian companies in the island
nation,” he said.

On his part, Solih said the
two sides agreed to strengthen
maritime security cooperation
in the Indian Ocean region
through coordinated patrol
and aerial surveillance.

Solih arrived here on
Sunday on a three-day state
visit, his first foreign trip after
assuming the charge of the top
office in the island nation a
month ago.

Modi had attended Solih’s
swearing-in ceremony on
November 17.

Earlier, External Affairs
Minister Sushma Swaraj called
on Solih and discussed issues
of bilateral and regional con-
cern. Relations between India
and the Maldives plummeted
after then President Abdulla
Yameen imposed emergency
on February 5 this year.

India had criticised his
decision and asked his gov-
ernment to restore the credi-
bility of the electoral and polit-
ical process by releasing polit-
ical prisoners. The emergency
lasted for 45 days.  

The two sides signed
Agreements/MoUs/Joint
Declaration of Intent during
the visit like Agreement on the
Facilitation of Visa
Arrangements, Memorandum
of Understanding on Cultural
Cooperation and MoU for
Establishing Mutual

Cooperation to Improve the
Ecosystem for Agribusiness;

A Joint Declaration of
Intent on Cooperation in the
field of Information &
Communications Technology
and Electronics was also
signed.  

The two sides also agreed
to work together to create
institutional linkages and to
establish a framework of coop-
eration in the areas of health,
particularly cancer treatment,
Mutual Legal Assistance on
Criminal Matters, Investment
promotion, Human Resource
Development and Tourism. 

Solih is accompanied by
his wife First Lady Fazna Ahmed
and a high level delegation com-
prising of Minister of Foreign
Affairs Abdulla Shahid, Minister
of Finance Ibrahim Ameer,
Minister of National Planning
and Infrastructure Mohamed
Aslam, Minister of Transport
and Civil Aviation Aishath
Nahula, Minister of Economic
Development Uz Fayyaz Ismail,
senior government officials, and
a business delegation.

In an important gesture,
Solih is staying in the
Rashtrapati Bhawan as a special
guest of President Ram Nath
Kovind. “This demonstrates
the close ties between India and
the Maldives, and the warmth
and mutual respect between
the two Governments, a release
issued by Government said.
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The Congress and BJP on
Monday sparred over the

Rafale issue in both the Houses
of the Parliament giving notices
of privileges against each other
in both the Houses for alleged-
ly airing misleading statements.

The Congress gave notices
of breach of privilege in both
Houses of Parliament, demand-
ing an explanation from the
Government on why it pro-
vided the Supreme Court
“wrong” information on the
Rafale deal. The Congress gave
privilege notices against the
Government and law minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad.

Soon the BJP also stepped
up attack on Rahul Gandhi
over the Rafale issue with three
members of the ruling party in
the Lok Sabha moving a notice
of breach of privilege against
the Congress president, alleg-

ing that he spoke “falsehood”
and “misled the House” over
the fighter aircraft deal in his
speech during a debate in July.

BJP MPs Anurag Thakur,
Nishikant Dubey and Sanjay
Jaiswal have sought action
against Congress president over
his speech during the debate on
the no-confidence motion
against the Narendra Modi
Government in Parliament’s
Monsoon Session.

BJP has intensified its attack
on Rahul following the last
week’s Supreme Court verdict
dismissing petitions seeking a
probe into alleged irregularities
in the Rafale deal. The apex
court had said there is no occa-
sion to doubt the decision-mak-
ing process in the procurement
of 36 fighter jets from France.

Rahul has, however, stuck
to his allegations of corruption
in the purchase and demand-
ed a probe by a Joint

Parliamentary Committee
(JPC). In their notice against
the Congress leader, the BJP
MPs quoted Rahul as saying
that the UPA Government had
agreed to buy the aircraft at Rs
520 crore per unit but when the
BJP-led NDA Government
signed the deal, it cost Rs 1,600
crores “by magic”.

“The above statement is
entirely untrue... We categori-
cally assert that the price com-
parison given by Rahul Gandhi
is a figment of imagination,
incorrect and utter falsehood.
It was an attempt to mislead the
House,” they alleged in their
notice. On the part of the
Congress Leader of Opposition
in the Rajya Sabha Ghulam
Nabi Azad sent the notice to
the chairman of the Upper
House, Congress’ leader in the
Lok Sabha Mallikarjun Kharge
Kharge gave the notice in the
Lower House.

“I have given a breach of
privilege notice against the
Government and in particular
against Law Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad as it was the
Law Ministry that gave the go
ahead for presenting the affi-
davit before the Supreme
Court,” he said.

This is the first time that a
Government has provided
wrong information to the
Supreme Court, he said.

“This is why our demand
for a Joint Parliamentary
Committee (JPC) becomes
more relevant. We demand
that a JPC be formed to probe
the theft in the Rafale deal,”
Azad said.

“We have no faith in this
Government as it is misleading
the Supreme Court by giving
false information and is also
misleading the people of the
country,” he alleged.

The Congress, through its

notices, is demanding answers
from the law minister on why
the government provided
wrong information to the
Supreme Court about the CAG
report on the Rafale pricing
issue, he said.

Senior Congress leader
Anand Sharma alleged that the
Government was guilty of com-
mitting breach of privilege of
both Houses of Parliament by
claiming that the CAG report on
Rafale aircraft pricing was pre-
sented to the Public Accounts
Committee of Parliament.
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Shortly after the sentencing of Sajjan
Kumar in a 1984 anti-Sikh riots case, the

Government and the BJP on Monday tar-
geted the Congress, saying no one had any
doubt on the Opposition party’s role in the
riots and alleged that the Congress and its
ruling Gandhi family were involved in a
“cover-up”.

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley also took
a swipe at the opposition party for choos-
ing Kamal Nath as Madhya Pradesh 
Chief Minister, claiming that Sikhs con-
sider him “culpable” in the violence
against the community. And BJP president 
Amit Shah alleged Congress “leaders and
workers went on rampage raising 
provocative slogans” and “murdering men
in cold blood”.

Jaitley dubbed Kumar, who was con-
victed by the Delhi High Court 
in a 1984 riots case and sentenced him to
imprisonment for life, a “symbol” of the
anti-Sikh “genocide” and said the country
had never seen murders on a bigger scale
than this. 

The decision may be delayed but at
least the process of justice has started, he
said, hoping that there will be more ver-
dicts as many cases are being heard on a

day to day basis. “It is an irony that the ver-
dict has come on a day when a Congress
chief minister, who is held culpable 
by the Sikh community, is taking oath,”
Jaitley told reporters in an apparent ref-
erence to Nath.

Shah said victims of 1984 riots had lost
all hope of justice because those respon-
sible for crime against them enjoyed
political patronage of Congress leadership,
Shah alleged in his tweets.

The Delhi High Court’s conviction of
Sajjan Kumar has once again assured the
victims that criminals of 1984 will not go
scot free, he asserted. 

“No one ever had any doubt on
Congress’ role in the 1984 anti-Sikh riots.
Their leaders and workers went on ram-
page raising provocative slogans, raping
women and murdering men in cold blood.
Yet no one was ever punished despite mul-
tiple commissions and several eyewit-
nesses,” Shah said.

The BJP chief thanked Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for setting up an SIT in
2015 which, he said, started re-investiga-
tion into several cases of 1984 pending for
over three decades.

“I am grateful to the court, which has
delivered its judgment, bringing relief to
the traumatised families,” he added.
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The Lok Sabha on Monday
passed a Bill seeking to

empower the transgender com-
munity by providing them a
separate identity. The
Transgender Persons
(Protection of Rights) Bill,
2016, seeking to define
Transgenders and prohibit dis-
crimination against them, was
introduced in the Lok Sabha
two years ago. It was passed
with 27 amendments amid
protests over the Rafale deal
and Cauvery issue.

While their colleagues were
protesting in the Well, five
Opposition MPs, including
Kakoli Ghosh Dastidar
(Trinamool Congress) and
Badaruddoza Khan (CPI-M),
participated in the debate, ques-
tioning the provisions of the leg-
islation. The Opposition MPs,
while participating in the debate
reminded the Government that
they are cooperating with this
bill due to its noble cause.

Presenting the importance
of the bill, Union Social Justice

and Empowerment Minister
Thawar Chand Gehlot said
the Bill was sent to the stand-
ing committee and the
Government has accepted 27
amendments, requesting MPs
to pass the Bill. Initiating the
debate on the Bill, Congress
member Shashi Tharoor said
the bill was “flawed” and the
minister should withdraw it.

“Defer consideration of the
bill as it needs serious discus-
sion. I request the minister to
withdraw the Bill,” he said. We
need to recognise Transgenders’
identity” as it goes beyond
male and female, Tharoor said,
adding the government has
“blindly” borrowed the defini-
tion of Transgenders. The Bill
also fails to define discrimina-
tion against Transgenders and
there is a need to redraft certain
clauses,” he said.

Bartruhari Mahtab (BJD)
said there was no clarity on the
term “self perceived gender
identity” and “how it will be
enforced”. He said the defini-
tion of Transgenders was not
complete and that other terms

such as transmen and
transwomen were not defined.

Mahtab said there were
several laws in the country and
it was not clear how these
laws, including the Companies
Act would be applied to trans-
genders. “Adequate attention
has not been given in drafting
this Bill,” he maintained, adding
the government itself has
moved 27 amendments.

Supriya Sule (NCP) said a
Transgender commission at
the national level was not
enough. “We are asking for a
welfare board for Transgenders.
They need equal rights,” she
said, demanding a helpline
number for the community.

The Minister said the objec-
tives of the Bill includes pro-
tecting interests of Transgenders,
defining of the term
‘Transgender’, to give them
recognition and setting up of a
national Transgender council. “A
long discussion has taken place
on this issue. It has also gone to
the parliamentary standing com-
mittee. We have included sever-
al of their suggestions,” he said.
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Like last year, this time too,
Public Sector Units (PSUs)

and Central Government
Departments have intriguing-
ly drawn a blank in qualifying
in any category for the presti-
gious National Award 2018,
announced on International
Day of Persons with Disabilities
(PwD) on December 3.  

The award is given every
year by the Union Ministry of
Social Empowerment and
Justice to individuals and insti-
tutions working for the welfare
of the PwDs. 

A total 16 institutions and
56 individuals from the private
sector and a few States were
conferred with the award at an
event held to mark the day. 

There were three categories
where nominations were
sought from the PSUs and
Government Departments too. 

However, the fact that none
of its departments and
Navratnas (PSUs) could meet
the criteria to clinch the best
employer award under the cat-
egory ‘Award for the
Outstanding Wok in the
Creation of Barrier-Free
Environment for the 
Persons with Disabilities,’
speaks volumes of the long way
the Modi Government has to
go to meet the aspirations of
the sector such as ensuring
enough jobs and  inclusive
environment. 

The Government has
launched mega India
Accessibility Campaign to cre-
ate universal accessibility env-
iron for the sector. 

In private sector,
Karnataka-based IBM bagged
the award under the category
‘Award for the Outstanding
Wok in the Creation of Barrier-
Free Environment for the

Persons with Disabilities.’
From the private sector,

Radhambika S on behalf of
Sivavasu Electronics from
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
bagged the award under the
segment ‘Award for Best
Employers and Placement
Officer or Agency’.

In fact Madhya Pradesh
stole the show with its district
Singrauli, Indore and Nagda
Municipal Corporations walk-
ing away with the award

Similarly, no PSU and gov-
ernment department was
found to be inspiring enough
to be felicitated under the ‘best
employee or agency’ category
even as Employment
Department of the National
Association for Blind (NAB)
and R Hari, GM Human
Resources of the Lemon Tree
Hotels Ltd bagged the award
under the segment.

Tripura-based Abhoy

Misson and Mata Bhagwanti
Chadha Niketan, Uttar Pradesh
and Montfort Centre for
Education, MEGHALAYA
were felicitated for providing
holistic comprehensive 
services to the persons with
disabilities in a comprehensive
manner.

Award for the ‘Best District
in Providing Rehabilitation
Service’ went to Thiruvallur
(Tamil Nadu) Lucknow (Uttar
Pradesh) while ‘Best State
Channelizing Agency of
National Handicapped Finance
and Development Corporation’
award was given to Kerala
State Handicapped Persons
Welfare Corporation 

On the occasion, Vice-
President Venkaiah Naidu, who
conferred the award, 
said the sector needs empathy
and not sympathy and the
awardees serve as the role
model to others.
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The Government on
Monday said the

Government was not doling
out funds to the private or pub-
lic companies under the ‘Adopt
a Heritage: Apni Dharohar,
Apni Pehchaan’, scheme
launched last year.

“No fund is given by
Ministry of Tourism. The project
envisages involvement of pri-
vate/public companies /organi-
sations and individuals to adopt
monuments, natural heritage
sites and other tourist sites in the
country, primarily under CSR,”
said Minister of State (indepen-
dent charge) for Culture, Dr
Mahesh Sharma, in reply to a
question in the Lok Sabha.

He said the scheme envis-
ages development and mainte-
nance of tourist amenities at her-
itage sites and making them
tourist friendly, to enhance

tourism potential and cultural
importance in a planned and
phased manner. A political con-
troversy had erupted in April this
year after the news broke that the
Dalmia Bharat group signed an
agreement with the Government
to maintain Red Fort with
Opposition accusing the
Government of ‘handing over
the monument to private party.”

However, the Government
said the project primarily focus-
es on providing basic amenities
that include cleanliness, public

conveniences, safe drinking
water, ease of access for tourists,
signages, illumination, Wi-fi
etc. The MoU signed specifies
installation of one signage at the
monument indicating that
monument has been adopted by
respective firm/organisation,
the Minister said.

He maintained that provid-
ing basic facilities/amenities
(e.g. drinking water, toilet blocks,
facilities for physically chal-
lenged, pathways, cultural notice
boards/signage, vehicle park-

ing, cloak rooms, etc.) to tourists
visiting centrally protected mon-
uments and sites are the regular
activities undertaken by the
Archaeological Survey of India.  

Further, Archaeological
Survey of India has identified
100 monuments as “Adarsh
Smarak” for upgradation of
existing facilities/amenities like
Wi-Fi, cafeteria, interpretation
centre, brail signage, modern
toilets etc. on the basis of actu-
al requirement and feasibility
on case to case basis.
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New Delhi: It took 13 rounds
of diplomatic discussions
between India and China to
resolve the face-off between
their militaries in Doklam
last year, according to a report
by a parliamentary panel.

The report by the com-
mittee on External Affairs
termed the Chinese intru-
sion at Doklam as a “blatant
but unsuccessful attempt” to
unilaterally change the status
quo at the India, Bhutan,
China tri-junction in Doklam,
seriously affecting India’s
security interests.

Complimenting the gov-
ernment’s handling of the face-
off, the committee said it
remained concerned that
Chinese infrastructure built
“uncomfortably” close to the
tri-junction has not yet been
dismantled. The committee,
headed by former Minister of
state in External Affairs
Ministry Shashi Tharoor, said
Doklam was not a sovereignty
issue for India as the disputed
territory was Bhutanese, but
nevertheless it was major secu-
rity challenge for New Delhi.

“The committee will like
to put on record their highest
appreciation for the brave and
timely action of our security
forces which checked the PLA
(Peoples Liberation Army)
troops from continuing with
their road construction activ-
ity in South Doklam,” panel
said in the report tabled in
Parliament on Monday. PTI
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Two flights arriving from
Delhi, and one flight each

from Shamshabad, Indore and
Mumbai were diverted from
Raipur due to bad weather
conditions in the city on
Monday morning.

Most of the flights were
diverted to Nagpur but later
landed at Raipur after weath-
er conditions improved.

As per Airport
Authorities, Indigo flight
number 6E2757 from Delhi to
Raipur was diverted to Nagpur
at 8.16 am but it then returned
to Raipur at 11.16 am when
weather conditions improved.

Jet Airways flight number
9W746 from Delhi to Raipur
was diverted to Nagpur at
8.36 am and returned at 10.56
am.

Indigo Flight Number
6E384 from Shamshabad to

Raipur was diverted to Nagpur
at 9.03 am and returned to
Raipur at 11.31 am.

Indigo Flight Number
6E811 from Indore to Raipur
was diverted to Shamshabad at
09.06 am and it landed back at
Raipur at 1.27 pm.

Similarly, Jet Airways
Flight Number 9W377 from
Mumbai to Raipur was divert-
ed to Nagpur at 09.16 am and
landed back at 11.24 am.

As per weather depart-
ment, cyclone ‘Pethai’ has
affected Chhattisgarh region
which has resulted in rainfall
in the capital and also other
parts of the state.

Jagdalpur recorded 21 mm
of rain fall. Due to the cyclonic
storm ‘Pethai’ over Bay of
Bengal off Andhra Coast, a
forecast was made that light
rainfall over Raipur and other
parts of the state is likely till
Monday evening.
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Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel wore his trade-

mark outfit Kurta-Pyjama and
a jacket during his swearing-
in ceremony held at Sardar
Balbeer Singh Juneja Indoor
Stadium at Budhapara here on
Monday.

Baghel after taking the
oath greeted the distinguished
guests present on the dais and

waved at the legislators and
people sitting in the auditori-
um.

T S Singhdeo after being
administered oath shook
hands with distinguished
guests present and touched the
feet of veteran Congress leader
Motilal Vora and took bless-
ings from him. Tamradhwaj
Sahu was the second person to
take oath followed by
Singhdeo.
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Newly-appointed State Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel

on Monday called up outgoing
Chief Minister Raman Singh
and personally invited him for
former's swearing-in ceremo-
ny which was scheduled at
Sardar Balbeer Singh Juneja
Indoor Stadium in Raipur.

Singh along with his col-
leagues — former Minister for
Agriculture and Water

Resources Brijmohan
Agrawal and former Speaker
of Chhattisgarh Assembly

Gaurishankar Agrawal were
also invited for the ceremony
by Baghel.
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In the process of sample
survey and data collection,

data accuracy and data qual-
ity are two important factors.
Scientific data collection is
used by the policy makers for
preparing policy for different
sectors and different sections
of our society, such as agri-
culture, farmers, income, debt
and investment, land and live-
stock holdings etc., said
Ashish Bhatt,  Secretar y,
Planning and Statistics,
Government of Chhattisgarh
on Monday.

He was addressing the
four-day State-level Training
Conference of 77th round of
Socio-Economic Survey organ-
ised by National Sample Survey
Office- NSSO (Field
Operations Division), Regional
office, Raipur here.

“Having accuracy and
maintaining quality in sample
survey on data collection
process, it will certainly help-
ful in effective data processing
it will take less time as well,” he
added.

Roshanlal Sahu, Deputy
Director General NSSO,
Regional Office Raipur said

that for the first time, N.S.S.O.
is also conducting “Time Use
Survey” Starting from  January
1, 2019 and ending on
December 31, 2019, officials of
all offices of Chhattisgarh viz.
Durg, Bilaspur, Ambikapur
and Raipur will be imparted
training.

On Debt and investment,
the survey aims to study the
demand for credit from rural
families and supply of credit by
credit agencies both institu-
tional and non institutional, the
results of which will be used for
formulation of banking poli-
cies.”

“The survey on “Land and
Livestock Holdings” of
Households and situation
Assessment of agricultural
households will also be con-
ducted from January 1, 2019 to
December 31, 2019 in rural
areas of the country.
Information on situation of
agriculture households, use of
technology in agriculture sys-
tem, awareness regarding min-
imum support price , techno-
logical development and wel-
fare programmes in agricul-
tural sector will be collected
through this survey,” Sahu
added.
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BJP's dismal performance in
Chhattisgarh is shocking,

not surprising. They did not
expect they would get only 15
seats, (recognition for 15 years
of uninterrupted rule), an all
time low.

Worse, they polled 31 per
cent of valid votes against over
46 per cent by the Congress, all
time high. They too would lis-
ten to qualms of conscience
and they will ponder why 95
per cen of Cabinet colleagues

of a visibly humble Chief
Minister Raman Singh lost. 

Weeks before elections,
all sections of people, includ-
ing businessmen and indus-
trialists, professors have been
telling me there was wave of
change (pariwartan lahar),
which the policy planners of
BJP too must have noticed.
BKSRay, a retired IAS (1972)
had repeatedly written" the
corrupt and anti-people gov-
ernment is being thrown out".

The RSS led by Saudan
Singh, had been active since

long, played an active role in
selection of candidates to cam-
paign. He had been staying at
Raipur since 2003 elections
and got credit for subsequent
victories of the BJP. We
remember the Vanwasi Kalyan
Kendra's were active in Bastar,
RSS activists campaigned on
cycles, the then union minis-
ter of state for home camped
in Bastar, central paramlitary
forces and Punjab police con-
ducted polls when Gen KM
Sheth was Governor. Late BJP
leader Dilip Singh Judeo had

his influence through ghar
wapsi movement. But.now,
BJP lost miserably in Bastar
(1/12), wiped out in Jashpur,
Koriya, Raigarh, Surguja and
even in the plains of Raipur
(1/12).

BJP Government was
dependent on certain sections
of bureaucrats to run the gov-
ernment and the party. They
have now become scapegoats.

Arrogance of unbridled
Power, money was definitely
reflected in actions and talks
of civil servants and ministers

of the polite Raman Singh.
Massive mandate against BJP
leads to end of 15 years long
political `Vanvas’ of Congress.

Former minister in BJP
government and state’s sea-
soned politician Brijmohan
Agarwal was right in admit-
ting it was storm (Aandhi)
against BJP.

(The writer is a senior
journalist who worked in sev-
eral states including
Chhattisgarh. The views
expressed by him in the article
are his personal)
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Cutting across the party
lines, Punjab’s politicians,

including Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh, on Monday
hailed the conviction of senior
Congress leader Sajjan Kumar
in 1984 riots case.

Right from the leaders of
the opposition parties, includ-
ing SAD, BJP, and the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), leaders
from the ruling Congress too
joined them in welcoming the
Delhi High Court’s verdict
awarding life term to the for-
mer Congress MP.

Saying that the “justice
has finally delivered to the vic-
tims”, the Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh defended
the Gandhi family reiterating
that neither the Congress nor
Gandhis were involved in the
conspiracy, while lashing out

at the Badals for dragging
their names.

“It is a case of justice final-
ly delivered to the victims of
one of the worst instances of
communal violence in inde-
pendent India. The reversal, by
the High Court, of the earlier
acquittal of Sajjan by a trial
court has once again proved
that the judiciary in India
continues to stand tall as a pil-
lar of the nation’s democratic
system,” said the Chief
Minister.

Capt Amarinder said that
the conviction vindicated the
stand he had been taking since
those dark days of the violence
perpetrated on thousands of
innocent Sikhs in the wake of
the assassination of former
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.

“I have been naming
Sajjan Kumar, along with a few
other former Congress leaders

including Dharam Das Shastri,
HKL Bhagat and Arjun Das,
for the past 34 years, based on
the information I had person-
ally received from the victims
in refugee camps in Delhi
during the riots,” said Capt
Amarinder, hailing the long-
awaited verdict.

Incidentally, Sajjan Kumar
was the only surviving former
Congress leaders implicated in
the riots, as the others had
since passed away.

“The name of Sajjan
Kumar has repeatedly cropped
up in my interactions with the
victims in the refugee camps”,
said Capt Amarinder, who
had last month also welcomed
the first death sentence award-
ed in the 1984 riots case.

Capt Amarinder had,
through the years, been calling

for the strictest of punishment
for the handful of individual
Congress leaders who had
been involved in instigating
the riots. “These leaders, who
included Sajjan Kumar, did not
have any official party sanction
and deserved to be punished
for their horrendous crime,” he
maintained.

Reiterating his stand that
neither the Congress party
nor the Gandhi family had any
role to play in the rioting, Capt
Amarinder lashed out at the
Badals for continuing to drag
their names into the case at the
behest of their political mas-
ters – the Bharatiya Janata
Party, who were clearly shak-
en by the clear mandate given
by the people to Rahul
Gandhi’s leadership in the
recent Assembly elections in

three states.
“There was no Congress

conspiracy behind the vio-
lence and the names of the
Gandhis did not come up
even once during his visits to
the refugee camps,” he said
adding that it was vested polit-
ical interests that had been try-
ing to draw the Gandhi fami-
ly into the controversy and the
conspiracy for their personal
motivations.

Also welcoming the ver-
dict, Punjab Congress presi-
dent and Gurdaspur MP Sunil
Jakhar said that the party has
been clear that whoever was
involved in the riots should be
brought to justice.

“Yes, justice has been
delayed but delivered finally.
Nobody is above law and any-
one who is involved in such a
heinous crime should be
brought to justice,” he said out-
side the Parliament.

Jakhar said that Congress
leader Kamal Nath's name
never figured in the list of
those involved in the riots.
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SAD MP from Bathinda
and the Union Food
Processing Minister Harsimrat
Kaur Badal on Monday
demanded action against the
Gandhi family for extending
political patronage to the per-
petrators of 1984 Sikh mas-
sacres.

At the same time, she
asked the Congress national
president Rahul Gandhi to
tell why he lied that the
Congress was not involved in
the genocide. Thanking “Guru
Sahab” for the verdict,
Harsimrat said that it was
also made possible due to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s decision to reopen old
cases which had been closed
by the Congress and constitu-
tion of a SIT to investigate
them afresh.

“Not only Sajjan, but the
entire Congress party has been
placed in a dock due to the
verdict...Now the courts have
also made it clear that justice
was denied to the 1984 victims
due to political patronage,”
she said.

Harsimrat, along with for-
mer ministers Bikram Majithia
and Daljeet Singh Cheema,
said that action should now be
taken against the UPA chair-
person Sonia Gandhi who
should be questioned about
her role as accomplice of for-
mer Prime Minister 
Rajiv Gandhi in 1984 
massacres. “Similarly, Rahul
Gandhi should also tell the
people why he lied 
some months back that the
Congress party did not have
any role in the 1984 genocide,”
she added.

Asserting that today’s ver-
dict against Sajjan gave hope
to the victims, she said: “I am

hopeful that Jagdish Tytler
and Kamal Nath will also
meet the same fate soon”. She
also castigated the Congress
for continuing to patronize
Kamal Nath by nominating
him as the Chief Minister of
Madhya Pradesh.

Majithia said that it was
unfortunate that Sajjan was
defended in the court by Amit
Sibal, who is the son of senior
Congresssman and former
Union Minister Kapil Sibal.
“This apparently can happen
only due to personal inter-
vention of the Gandhi family,”
he said. Cheema said that it
was his personal opinion that
now that the courts had
accused the Congress party of
patronizing the accused, the
Election Commission should
derecognize the party imme-
diately.
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Haling Sajjan Kumar’s
conviction and appreciating
the efforts made by AAP
leader and senior lawyer HS
Phoolka for the same, the
Leader of Opposition in
Punjab Vidhan Sabha Harpal
Singh Cheema on Monday
said that even though it takes
very long time to deliver jus-
t ice to the vict im 
families, “the decision is sat-
isfactory”.

“It is the outcome of
Phoolka’s struggle of 34 years
that those responsible for
killing innocent Sikhs have to
feel the heat,” said Cheema.

Cheema said that the
journey to justice was long
and tiring as even after for-
mation of seven commissions,
the culprits were roaming
freely. “Had 1984 riot culprits
given punishments at an early
stage, the religion or caste
based riots happened after
that could have been avoided,”
he said 

Cheema demanded that
the cases related to people
with political background
must be taken on priority
basis so that they cannot be
saved by their political boss-
es using power.

Criticizing Congress, BJP
and Akali Dal for protecting
the culprits, Cheema said that
they were provided security by
the government despite their
names figured in the FIR.
“The other leaders of
Congress and BJP, who are
responsible for 1984 riots,
must also put behind bars,” he
said.

Cheema, criticizing senior
Congress leader Salman
Khurshid for his statement
that the party will challenge
the decision in Supreme
Court, said that rather than
sacking such leaders, the
Congress is still patronizing
them.
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Union Minister of State,
Jitindra Singh on Monday

alleged that by making Rafael
deal’s discussion public,
Congress has put matters of
country’s  national security at
risk. The matters of national
security should never be a
topic of public debate. The
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s formidable leadership
has frustrated Congress and
they are engaging in such inac-

curate, baseless and illogical
accusations against the gov-
ernment, said Singh while talk-
ing to the mediapersons here.

Chandigarh State President
Sanjay Tandon was also present
on the occasion. Singh said, the
Congress party filed four peti-
tions in the Supreme Court
regarding this matter alleging
irregularities on three issues –
pricing, procedure and offset
partner.  The Supreme Court
after hearing and scrutinizing
the documents has set aside all

petitions. The Court noted
that all set standards and pro-
cedures were followed by the
government, the Minister said
while condemning the
Congress for their allegations in
Rafael deal. The Supreme
Court has upheld that the pro-
curement procedure carried
out was independent, trans-
parent with no scope or solid
basis to doubt this agreement
vindicating the government of
all charges of irregularities in
the deal, he added.
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Aday after Delhi Chief
Minister and Aam Aadmi

Party convener Arvind Kejriwal
attacked the BJP led Haryana
Government for not improving
health and education services in
the state, Haryana Health
Minister Anil Vij on Monday hit
back saying that Delhi
Government cannot compete
even in dreams, with the achieve-
ments made and works done in

the health sector in Haryana
“During the regime of pre-

sent State Government, under
National Rural Health Mission,
the remaining construction work
of buildings of 21 Community
Health Centres (CHCs), 77
Primary Health Centres (PHCs)
and 216 Sub Health Centres
(SHCs) has been completed in
Haryana,” claimed Anil Vij.

Besides, new buildings of 13
hospitals, 14 CHC, 26 PHC and
37 SHCs have been constructed

and about 30 buildings have been
repaired. Apart from this, six
hospitals, 14 CHC and 5 PHC
have been upgraded, he added.

Vij was responding to the
statements made by Arvind
Kejriwal in Kaithal and Sonipat
during his rallies in the past two
days.  

The Health Minister said
that Kejriwal must tell how
many new hospitals have been
constructed in Delhi by AAP
government in his over three

year’s regime. Kejriwal just wants
to do politics of lie and deceit, he
alleged. Eyeing 2019 polls,  the
AAP is hard selling its Delhi
Government’s achievements in
the field of education and health
sectors to the voters of Haryana.
AAP has announced to contest
Lok Sabha and assembly polls in
Haryana next year.

Attacking Kejriwal on the
issue of Sutlej Yamuna Link
canal, Vij said that before visit-
ing the state, Kejriwal must clar-

ify his stand on SYL canal that
whether he is in favour of giving
SYL canal water to Haryana or
not?

“Kejriwal is playing with
the sentiments of people of
Haryana. By reaching Punjab, he
advocates the people not to give
SYL water to Haryana, whereas
he tries misleading the people of
Haryana on other issues. The
people of the state must ask
Kejriwal, what is his stand on
SYL?,” Vij added.
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Expressing deep grief over
the death of three employ-

ees of South Eastern Coalfields
Limited in a mishap that
occurred at Bagdeva coal mines
in Korba district, newly-
appointed Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel on Monday
directed officials to ensure all
possible assistance to the fam-
ilies of thwe deceased. The
mishap occurred due to dis-
charge of a poisonous gas in the

underground mine.
One Mining Sardar

Laxmikant and two carriers lost
their life in the mishap. Two of
the employees are in critical
condition and have been
referred to Bilaspur for further
treatment.

The rescue team had
rushed to the spot after inci-

dent was reported. Senior offi-
cials of SECL and Police were
also busy with the rescue
efforts. The Chief Minister
took details from Korba
District Collector and directed
to provide all assistance to the
affected and expressed his deep
condolences to the grieving
families.

He also directed the district
administration to provide
immediate relief of �75,000
each to the family of the
deceased.
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Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel on Monday extend-

ed hearty greetings to the peo-
ple of the state on the eve of
Guru Ghasidas Jayanti on
Tuesday (December 18).

In his message Baghel said,
“Guru Baba Ghasidas Ji was
one of the gems of
‘Chhattisgarh Mahtari’ and
‘Mother India’, who lived his life
on highest values of truth,
non-violence, compassion,
mercy and charity, inspiring the
country as well as the world to
follow the path of humanity.”

“His teachings are relevant

even today. Our Government is
committed to follow the foot-
steps of Guru Baba Ghasidas,
while realizing the vision of
New Chhattisgarh,” he said.

The Chief Minister said,
“Birthplace of Guru Baba
Ghasidas, ‘Girodpuri Dham’ is
one of the most sacred pil-
grimage spots of the country.”

Baghel said that the
thoughts and teachings of Guru
Baba Ghasidas are beneficial
and relevant to every human
being. On the occasion, the
Chief Minister wished for
peace, prosperity and progress
in lives of people of
Chhattisgarh.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal has accord-

ed approval to the proposal of
establishing a 95 kilometers
new rail line from Panipat to
Asaoti in Palwal via Rohtak-
Jhajjar-Farukhnagar-Patli-
Manesar-Sohna rail route
bypassing Delhi.

This new rail line would
be developed by the newly set

up Haryana Rail Infrastructure
Development Corporation
(HRIDC), said an official
spokesman.

He said that this new route
would provide direct connec-
tivity for Faridabad,
Ballabhgarh, Palwal, Sohna
and Gurugram with other dis-
tricts of Haryana and
Chandigarh and thus facilitate
fast passenger connectivity
(avoiding Delhi) to all the

important places including
the capital of the state and run-
ning of Shatabdi like trains
from Gurugram to
Chandigarh.

This would decongest
Delhi rail  network and
immensely beneficial to the
National Capital Region from
an environment point of view
by reducing the high density of
both passenger and goods
traffic in Delhi, he said.

The spokesman also said
that the passage of rail network
of Gurugram, Faridabad,
Ballabhgarh and Palwal area
thorough Delhi is a major
bottleneck in its industrial
growth. The proposed new
line would, thus, open up a
new era of development of
state’s economy.

While divulging details
about the new rail line, he said
that the major part of the route

already exists on Indian
Railway network and only
missing links would be
required to be provided. The
route from Panipat to Jhajjar
via Rohtak already exists.
Jhajjar could be connected to
already existing station at
Farukhnagar through a new
Railway line of about 30
Kilometers, the spokesman
said.

He further said that while

Farukhnagar to Garhi Harsaru
and Garhi Harsaru to Patli are
existing Railway lines, Patli to
Asaoti new railway line via
Manesar and Sohna, of about
60 Km length, would be
required to be constructed. In
addition, provision of Y-con-
nections would be made at
Garhi Harsaru, Patli and
Asaoti Railway Stations.

The spokesman said that
the development of this route

is likely to give rise to new
Greenfield Projects of Multi
Modal Logistic Parks
(MMLPs) in this region by the
CONCOR or other players.
This route would also facilitate
direct connectivity (avoiding
Delhi) for the major CON-
COR depot at Tughlakabad to
various important destina-
tions in Haryana, Punjab and
Rajasthan and Gujarat states,
he said.

Besides, this would also
give connectivity to the DFC
at Asaoti which would facili-
tate traffic inflow/outflow
from the entire Haryana State
to Dedicated Freight Corridor
Corporation of India (DFC-
CIL). Thus, the Public Sector
Undertakings like CONCOR,
DFCCIL and HSIIDC could
also be incorporated as part-
ners with the HRIDC, he
added.
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The flight of the stuffed black
partridge from across the

border has landed Punjab
Cabinet Minister Navjot Singh
Sidhu in another controversy.

Brought with love for his
Chief Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh from Pakistan, the ‘tittar’
from Pakistan has virtually put
Sidhu in dock as the Animal
Welfare Board of India (AWBI)
has sought within three days on
alleged violation of animal wel-
fare rules by the former crick-
eter.

The Board chairman SP
Gupta has written to the
Director General of Forests,
Additional Director General
(WL), and the Chief Wild Life

Warden on the issue asking
them “to submit a report with-
in three days for necessary
action, if any offence is com-
mitted under the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960,
or the rules made there-under”.

The decision came after the
Board took cognizance of
reports claiming that Sidhu has
brought the bird which is pro-

tected under the Wild Life
Protection Act.

Citing rules, the Board
underlined that it is illegal or
prohibited to keep nails, hair,
skin of any animal or its bring-
ing into the territory of India
without permission.

The Animal Welfare Board
is a statutory body established
under Section 4 of the

Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act, 1960, and its
main aim is the promotion of
animal welfare, generally for the
purpose of prevention of cruelty
and for protecting animals from
being subject to unnecessary
pain or suffering, in particular.

Notably, in his first meeting
with Capt Amarinder after con-
troversy over his “captain”
remark and Pakistan visit for
Kartarpur ground-breaking cer-
emony, Sidhu had gifted the
stuffed partridge to the Chief
Minister which he denied to
accept citing wildlife permis-
sion. It has been learnt that the
Chief Minister’s office had sent
the stuffed bird to the wildlife
department asking if it could
keep it. 
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Chennai: The
Madras High Court
on Monday banned
the sale of medicines
online till the central
government notifies
the regulations.

The court set January 31,
2019 as the deadline for the
central government to notify
the rules.

The court passed the order
on a plea by the Tamil Nadu
Chemists and Druggists
Association. According to the
Association, online purchases
may be convenient but there
exists the risk of unlicensed
online outlets selling
fake/expired/unapproved med-

icines.
Reacting to the

court order Pradeep
Dadha, Founder
and CEO,
Netmeds.com, said,
"We would be filing

an appeal and taking the
required recourse available
under the law. The benefits of
affordable and accessible med-
icines through our services
have been appreciated by cus-
tomers across the country, and
as a fully licensed pharmacy,
Netmeds.com is committed to
adhering to all the guidelines
and standards as prescribed
under the Drugs and Cosmetic
Act of 1940."

Chandigarh: In a
first, experimen-
tal test pilots and
test engineer of
the Indian Air
Force (IAF) flew
an An-32 military
transport aircraft
using blended bio-jet fuel.

The sortie was flown at
Chandigarh on Monday morn-
ing.

The project is a combined
effort of IAF, the Defence
Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO), the
Directorate General
Aeronautical Quality
Assurance (DGAQA) and
CSIR-Indian Institute of

Petroleum.
"The IAF carried

out extensive engine
tests on the ground.
This is now followed
by flight trials using
10 per cent bio-jet
blended ATF. This

fuel is made from Jatropha oil
sourced from Chattisgarh
Biodiesel Development
Authority (CBDA) and then
processed at CSIR-IIP,
Dehradun," the IAF said in a
statement. 

IAF intends to fly the An-
32 transport aircraft using bio-
jet fuel on 26 January 26, 2019
at the Republic Day flypast.

IANS
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Eyeing 2019 polls,  the
INLD-BSP combine on

Monday began the third
phase of “Jan Adhikaar Yatra”
from Ellenabad assembly con-
stituency in Sirsa.

Leader of opposition and
INLD’s senior leader Abhay
Chautala, who is also MLA
from Ellenabad promised to
give one government in each
household and unemploy-
ment allowance of Rs 15000
to educated, if the INLD-
BSP comes to power in
Haryana.

While addressing the peo-
ple on the occasion, he

demanded construction of
SYL canal, Dadupur Nalvi
Irrigation project, Mewat
canal, debt waiver for farmers
and implementation of
Swaminathan report.

Chautala also attacked
the Haryana Government
over the issues of  its  
employees. 

The BJP Government has
an anti-employee attitude and

has failed to resolve their
problems, he alleged.

He added that the “Jan
Adhikaar Yatra” will contin-
ue till the State Government
accepts our demands.

The yatra wil l  reach
Tosham on December 18,
Safidon on Dec 20, Hodal-
Punhana on Dec 21 and
Narnaul on Dec 22, Chautala
said.

The yatra wil l  cover
Kharkhoda-Bahadurgarh on
December 26, Mahendragarh-
Dadri on Dec 27, Meham-
Narnaud on Dec 28, Bawani
Khera-Nalwa on Dec 29 and
Kalayat-Asandh on December
30.
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Prime Minister Theresa May
will on Monday warn MPs

against supporting a second
Brexit referendum, as calls
mount for a public vote to
break the political impasse
over the deal she has struck
with the EU.

“Let us not break faith
with the British people by try-
ing to stage another referen-
dum,” she will tell parliament,
according to extracts from her
speech released by Downing
Street.

“Anther vote... Would do
irreparable damage to the
integrity of our politics,” May
will say, adding that a second
vote “would likely leave us no
further forward”.

Britain voted to leave the
European Union in a shock ref-
erendum in 2016 and is set to
leave on March 29 next year,
although the prime minister is
struggling to persuade parlia-
ment to accept a divorce agree-
ment she struck last month.

May has said she is
engaged in talks with the EU to
seek “assurances” about the
Brexit deal, but European
Commission spokesman
Margaritis Schinas on Monday
said “no further meetings with
the United Kingdom are fore-
seen”.

The draft deal was agreed
only after tortuous talks in
Brussels that began in March
last year and EU leaders have
ruled out any renegotiation,
while the British economy has
been languishing due to uncer-
tainty over Brexit.

May last week survived a
confidence vote initiated by

members of her own
Conservative Party because of
her Brexit strategy, but she is
badly weakened after a third of
her parliamentary party voted
to be rid of her.

In the face of calls for a
second referendum to resolve
the impasse, she has argued
that this would betray the 2016
result and undermine public
confidence in politics.

The issue provoked an
extraordinary public clash on
Sunday between May and for-
mer prime minister Tony Blair,
a leading supporter of contin-
ued EU membership and hold-
ing another poll.

May accused Blair of
insulting voters and trying to
undermine her government by
meeting officials in Brussels.

Blair, who was premier
between 1997 and 2007, in turn
accused the Conservative
leader of being “irresponsi-
ble”.

But campaigners for a ref-
erendum said May’s comments
on Monday showed that the
idea was being taken serious-
ly.

“A new public vote would

be different from the referen-
dum in 2016 because we now
know more about what Brexit
means,” said Margaret Beckett,
an MP from the main opposi-
tion Labour Party and “People’s
Vote” supporter.

“Any effort to force Brexit
over the line without checking
that it has the continued con-
sent of the British people will
only reinforce divisions,” she
said.

May has delayed a crucial
vote by MPs on the draft Brexit
deal until next month, leaving
the political scene in limbo.

If parliament fails to
approve the text, Britain could
crash out of the EU regardless
-- a prospect that experts warn
could lead to serious trade
disruption and trigger a finan-
cial crisis.

Dozens of MPs from all
sides support a second refer-
endum and there have been
reports that officials are con-
sidering the possibility of giv-
ing the public a vote.

Another proposal being
put forward if May’s deal does
not pass parliament is for MPs
to hold indicative votes on dif-
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Dutch Prime Minister Mark
Rutte warned the

Netherlands on Monday
against emulating the “chaos”
and division of Britain’s deci-
sion to leave the European
Union.

“I compare the
Netherlands to a fragile vase,
held by its 17 million citizens,”
Rutte said in a full-page advert,
printed in the popular daily
tabloid Algemeen Dagblad.

In order to preserve this
‘vase’, “compromises often have
to be made in which difficult
problems are solved in a sen-
sible way,” he said.

But Rutte, who has been
Dutch premier since 2010 and
currently leads a shaky coali-
tion government, said there are
examples in society “where
the vase has been dropped.” 

“Look at Great Britain.
There, its politicians and its
people have forgotten what
they’ve reached together,” Rutte
said.

“Now they are caught up in
chaos,” he said.

Rutte was the first stop on
British Prime Minister Theresa
May’s unsuccessful tour to seek
assurances for a Brexit deal
from EU leaders last week.

The Dutch premier was
one of several leaders defend-
ing her afterwards at a summit
in Brussels -- or at least in com-
ments he made in English.

In Dutch, however he
warned at the summit against
any move to take the
Netherlands out of the EU, say-
ing ‘If anyone in the

Netherlands thinks Nexit is a
good idea, look at England and
see the enormous damage it
does.” 

The Netherlands has been
anxiously watching develop-
ments in Britain, a key trading
partner and one-time ally on
many European matters, as it
prepares to leave the EU on
March 29, 2019.

Rutte himself originally
invited May’s predecessor
David Cameron to Amsterdam
give the fateful speech leading
to the 2016 referendum that led
to Brexit, although it ended up
being postponed and shifted to
London. Observers say
Monday’s advert is the start of
Rutte’s campaign for his Liberal
VVD party in the run-up to
European parliament and
Dutch provincial elections next
year.

Known for his upbeat char-
acter and his man-of-the-peo-
ple habit of riding his bicycle to
work, Rutte “wants to beat his
opponents with positivity and
optimism,” the NOS public
broadcaster said.

Rutte also warned about
those creating division in the
Netherlands — compared them
to “screaming football dads
on sidelines”. He referred to
recent demonstrations for and
against Black Pete, or “Zwarte
Piet”, a blackface Christmas-
time character accused of being
a racist stereotype.

“People were so busy
shouting for and against Zwarte
Piet that they forgot about the
children,” for whom Rutte said
the early December festival is
organised. 
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Acity in northern China has
banned Christmas sales

and decorations to keep the city
clean for an upcoming award
function.

The authorities in
Langfang, however, clarified
the move is not targeted at
Christmas. 

An officially atheist coun-
try, China dissuades its people
from celebrating Christmas,
calling it a Western religious
culture which has a wrong
influence on its youth. 

Christianity is one of the
five recognised religions in
China. 

The Urban Management
Bureau of Langfang in north
China’s Hebei province issued
a notice on Sunday that bans
Christmas trees on streets, the
Chinese state media reported. 
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The US military says it has
carried out six airstrikes in

the Gandarshe area of Somalia
which killed a total of 62 al-
Shabab extremist rebels.

In a statement issued
Monday, the US military’s
Africa Command said it car-
ried out four strikes on
December 15 in which 34 peo-
ple were killed and two more
on December 16 which killed
28. 

All the air attacks were in
the Gandarshe coastal area
south of the capital,
Mogadishu, it said.

No civilians were injured or
killed in the attacks, it said.

All six strikes were carried
out in close coordination with
Somalia’s government, it said. 

The airstrikes were “con-
ducted to prevent al-Shabab
from using remote areas as a
safe haven to plot, direct,
inspire, and recruit for future
attacks,” it said.

Al-Shabab uses parts of
southern and central Somalia
to plot and direct extremist
attacks, steal humanitarian aid,
extort the local populace to
fund its operations, and shelter
radicals, said the statement.

With these attacks, the U.S.
Military has carried out at
least 46 airstrikes so far this
year against al-Shabab, which
is allied to al-Qaida and Africa’s
most active Islamic extremist
group. Al Shabab controls parts
of rural southern and central
Somalia and continues to stage
deadly attacks in Mogadishu
and other cities.
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Pushing the Government to
the brink of a partial shut-

down, the White House is
insisting that Congress provide
$5 billion to build a wall along
the U.S.-Mexico border despite
lawmaker resistance from both
parties. Without a resolution,
parts of the federal government
will shut down at midnight
Friday. President Donald
Trump kept up the pressure on
Democrats Monday, tweeting:
“Time for us to save billions of
dollars a year and have, at the
same time, far greater safety
and control!”

On Sunday, White House
senior adviser Stephen Miller
said: “We’re going to do what-
ever is necessary to build the
border wall to stop this ongoing
crisis of illegal immigration.”

Asked if that meant having
a government shutdown, he

said: “If it comes to it, absolute-
ly.”

Trump said last week he
would be “proud” to have a
shutdown to get Congress to
approve a $5 billion down pay-
ment to fulfill his campaign
promise to build a border wall.
But the president doesn’t have
the votes from the Republican-
controlled Congress to support
funding for the wall at that level.

Both major political parties
in Congress have suggested
that Trump would likely need
to make the next move to
resolve the impasse. The House
is taking an extended weekend
break, returning Wednesday
night. The Senate returns
Monday after a three-day
absence. The Democratic con-
gressional leaders, Sen. Chuck
Schumer and Rep. Nancy
Pelosi, have proposed no more
than $1.6 billion, as outlined in
a bipartisan Senate bill. 
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Exposing Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan’s seri-

ousness on combating terror-
ism, his junior interior minis-
ter has vowed to “protect”
Mumbai attack mastermind
Hafiz Saeed and his party in a
leaked video.

The leaked video showed
Minister of State for Interior
Shehryar Afridi talking to the
Milli Muslim League (MML)
leaders and when his attention
was drawn towards non-regis-
tration of Saeed’s party by the
Election Commission (ECP) as
a political party due to the US
pressure and the ECP’s plan to
declare it a terrorist organisa-
tion, the minister said: “We will
not let this happen.”

“As long as we (the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf) are
in the government all those
including Hafiz Saeed who are
raising voice for Pakistan and
righteousness, we are with
them,” Afridi said, adding “this
is our belief.”

“I request you to come to
the National Assembly and see
whether we are supporting
those who on the right path or
not,” he told them. 

Saeed was declared a glob-
al terrorist by the US and the
UN after the 2008 Mumbai

attack and was put under house
arrest in November 2008 but
freed by a court some months
later. He carries a USD 10 mil-
lion American bounty on his
head for his role in terror
activities. India has been
demanding Pakistan not only
to arrest the LeT founder and
try him in the Mumbai attack
case but also punish all those
involved in this carnage.

In the leaked video, an
MML leader said the high
court ordered the ECP to reg-
ister the MML as a political
party but the top election body
said that it had come to know
that the US had declared MML
a terrorist organisation.

On this, the minister
assured that “this will not hap-
pen in the Imran Khan’s gov-
ernment.”

Saeed launched the MML
in August 2017 with a so-
called mission to implement
the ideology of Pakistan in
accordance with the 1973
Constitution.

In April, the US placed the
MML on its list of foreign ter-
ror organisations for its links
with the Lashkar-e-Taiba.

The interior ministry had
written to the ECP recom-
mending not to register the
MML as it is an off-shoot of
Saeed’s Jamat-ud Dawah. 

Colombo: Sri Lankan Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe,
who was recently reinstated as
the premier by President
Maithripala Sirisena, said
Monday he would register a new
political alliance ‘National
Democratic Front’ (NDF) to
contest future elections.

Addressing his first rally of
United National Party (UNP)
supporters after his re-appoint-
ment, Wickremesinghe said
that Parliament can vote with
two-thirds to hold elections.

“We are currently working
on forming the National
Democratic Front (NDF) to
face the next election,” he said.

“We are ready to hold elec-
tions constitutionally,”
Wickremesinghe said.

Wickremesinghe said abol-
ishing the executive Presidency
and bringing about a political
solution will be part of the
agenda of his new Govt.
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AKremlin-backed candidate
has won a key governor-

ship election in Russia’s Far East
but critics denounced the vote
as a fraud after a popular
opposition figure was not
allowed to run.

An electoral crisis erupted
in the Far Eastern region of
Primorsky Krai in September
when opposition protests and
claims of widespread irregu-
larities in favour of a candidate
backed by President Vladimir
Putin forced officials to order
a re-run of the vote.

During the new guberna-
torial poll held on Sunday, act-
ing governor Oleg
Kozhemyako — backed by the

Kremlin -- took 61.88 per cent
of the vote, final results showed.

His closest rival, Andrei
Andreichenko of the national-
ist LDPR party, took 25 per
cent.

It was the first time in
modern Russia an election was
re-run after protests over vote-
rigging allegations.

A popular opposition can-
didate, the Communist Party’s
Andrei Ishchenko, who had
accused a ruling party repre-
sentative endorsed by Putin of
“stealing” his victory in the ini-
tial election, was not allowed to
stand on Sunday.

Authorities said he did not
receive the required number of
signatures from local 
lawmakers.
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The use of armed drones in
the Middle East, driven

largely by sales from China, has
grown significantly in the past
few years with an increasing
number of countries and other
parties using them in regional
conflicts to lethal effects, a
new report said Monday.

The report by the Royal
United Services Institute, or
RUSI, found that more and
more Mideast countries have
acquired armed drones, either
by importing them, such as
Jordan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates, or
by building them domestical-
ly like Israel, Iran and Turkey.

China has won sales in the
Middle East and elsewhere by
offering drones — otherwise
known as UAVs or unmanned
aerial vehicles — at lower prices
and without the political con-
ditions attached by the United
States.
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Duchess of Sussex Meghan
Markle’s estranged father

Thomas on Monday pleaded
with his daughter to stop
“ghosting” him and get in touch
with him over Christmas.

Thomas, who has not spo-
ken to the new member of the
British royal family since she
got married to Prince Harry in
a grand ceremony at Windsor
Castle in May this year, said he
had been texting his daughter

every day and writing letters to
her but she has been “ghosting”
him – a term used when some-
one ends all communication
with another person.

“I’m not sure why it’s hap-
pening. I have been trying to
reach out for several weeks,
every day I try to text her, but
haven’t received anything back,”
the 74-year-old retired
Hollywood lighting director
told ITV’s “Good Morning
Britain” in an interview from his
home in San Diego in the US.

“I love you very much,
you’re my daughter and I
would really like to hear from
you. Whatever differences we
have, we should be able to work
them out,” he said, making a
direct plea.

Thomas dismissed accusa-
tions that the 37-year-old for-
mer actress was “rude” in ref-
erence to media reports of a
feud between her and sister-in-
law Kate Middleton, but admit-
ted that she could be a con-
trolling person.

Paris: French anti-terrorist
officials said on Monday they
would shortly file charges
against a man arrested in con-
nection with the mass shooting
in Strasbourg last week. AFP
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The Executive Engineer, PWD,
West Road-1, R.R.Lines, Ring
Road, Near Metro Pillar No. 63,
New Delhi-110010 invites, on
behalf of President of India, Online
Percentage/Item Rate tender on
two bid system for following works.

NIT No. 63/EE/PWD WR-1/2018-19
Tender ID No. 2018_PWD_63566_1,
Name of Work : A/R & M/O Various
Roads under PWD Sub Division
WR-14, Division WR-I, New Delhi
dg. 2018-19. (SH:- Providing and
fixing M.S. fencing infront of
G.S.S.S. Baprola.) Estimated Cost:
Rs 20,90,171/- Earnest Money: Rs.
41,803/- Time of Completion: 02
(Two) Months. The last date to
fill/upload the tender through
e-tendering is 24.12.2018 upto
03.00 P.M.

NIT No. 64/EE/PWD WR-1/2018-19
Tender ID No. 2018_PWD_163569_1,
Name of Work : A/R & M/O Various
Roads under Sub Division WR-
13, Division WR-I, New Delhi dg.
2018-19. (SH:- Repair and
maintenance of foot over Bridge
Janakpuri.) Estimated Cost : Rs.
17,79,480/- Earnest Money : Rs.
35,590/- Time of Completion : 02
(Two) Months. The last date to
fill/upload the tender through e-
tendering is 24.12.2018 upto 03.00
P.M.

NIT No. 65/EE/PWD WR-1/2018-19
Tender ID No. 2018_PWD_163575_1,
Name of Work : A/R & M/O Various
Roads under Sub Division WR-
12, Division WR-I, New Delhi dg.
2018-19. (SH:- Providing and
placing RCC Jerssy Barriers at
60 feet Road Mahaveer Enclave
Part-Ill.) Estimated Cost : Rs
30,77,374/- Earnest Money : Rs.
61,547/- Time of Completion: 02
(Two) Weeks. The last date to
fill/upload the tender through e-
tendering is 24.12.2018 upto 03:00 P.M.

NIT No. 69/EE/PWD WR-1/2018-19
Tender ID No. 2018_PWD_163579_1,
Name of Work : A/R & M/O Various
roads under Sub Division WR-13,
Division WR-1, New Delhi dg.
2018-19. (SH: Repair and
Maintenance of footpath from PVR
complex to Anand Kunj Society on
Guru Virjanand Marg in Vikaspuri.)
Estimated Cost: Rs 68,67,048/-
Earnest Money : Rs.1,37,341/- Time
of Completion : 03 (Three) Months .
The last date to fill/upload the tender
through e- tendering is 24.12.2018
upto 03.00 P.M.

The Bid forms and other details can
be obtained from the website.
https//govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in 
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PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT DELHI

NOTICE INVITING E-TENDER



The Supreme Court’s recent judge-
ment on a slew of petitions vis-à-
vis the Rafale deal, envisaging the
purchase of 36 of these aircraft
from a French company, will

hopefully alert the people about the reckless
sloganeering that is currently on and the silly
attempts being made in some quarters to
equate Rafale with Bofors.

At the moment, there is nothing in com-
mon between the two, except that they both
relate to defence procurement from foreign
companies. There, the similarities end. In the
case of Bofors, there were specific allegations
that this Swedish company paid kickbacks to
win the contract and the payments were fully
established in respect of certain entities,
including Ottavio Quattrocchi, a dear friend
of UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi and her
late husband Rajiv Gandhi. In respect to
Rafale, there are no such allegations of kick-
backs or corruption; although the choice of
the offset partner has been raised. In any case,
the Supreme Court has categorically dis-
missed the petitions filed before it for sever-
al reasons, one of which is the vagueness of
accusations.

On the other hand, just take a look at the
kind of evidence of kickbacks that emerged
in Bofors. Some part of these payments have
been meticulously documented by the Delhi
Bench of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
(ITAT) comprising RP Tolani and RC
Sharma. The tribunal tracked the money trail
with clinical precision and presented its find-
ings in its order many years ago. Unlike the
humming and hawing and the vagueness of
the allegations that are being hurled against
the Government vis-à-vis the Rafale deal,
there was clinching evidence of payoffs by
Bofors.   

The tribunal noted that Ottavio
Quattrocchi, the Italian friend of Sonia
Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi, remained in
India from February 28, 1965, to July 29,
1993, except for a brief interval from March
4, 1966, to June 12, 1968. He was a certi-
fied Chartered Accountant by profession,
working with Snamprogetti, an Italian
multinational company, but “neither
Snamprogetti nor Quattrocchi had any
experience of guns, gun-systems or any
related defence equipment.” Further,
although the Rajiv Gandhi Government
declared that suppliers should not have
agents, it entered into a consultancy agree-
ment with a company called AE Services
Limited in the UK on November 15, 1985.

This was done at the behest of
Quattrocchi. The most intriguing aspect of
this contract was that Bofors agreed to pay
three per cent of the total value of the con-
tract to this company if it won the India
contract by March 31, 1986 (that is within
137 days of the signing of the contract on
November 15, 1985). And, lo and behold,
the Rajiv Gandhi Government signed the
contract on March 24, 1986 — just a week

before the deadline set by
Bofors expired.

Once the contract was
signed, the Indian Government
released the first tranche of pay-
ments to Bofors on May 2,
1986, which was equivalent to 20
per cent of the contract.

Bofors promptly remitted
$7.343 million on September 03,
1986, to A/c No: 18051-53 of AE
Services Limited at Nordfinanz
Bank, Zurich, which was three
per cent of the advance paid. The
tribunal found that this remit-
tance to AE Services was trans-
ferred in September 29, 1986, to
Account No: 254.561.60W of
Colbar Investments Limited in
the Union Bank of Switzerland,
Geneva. On July 25, 1988, again,
these funds were moved to
Account No: 488.320.60 X of a
company called Wetelsen
Overseas, SA, in the same bank.
Thereafter, on May 21, 1990, the
money was further transferred
to Account No: 123983 of
International Investments
Development Company in
Guernsey (Channel Islands).
The ITAT said: “These accounts
of Colbar Investments as well as
Wetelsen Overseas were being
controlled by Ottavio
Quattrocchi and his wife Maria
Quattrocchi.”

But the most extraordinary
development was that AE
Services unilaterally announced
that it would forego the rest of
the commission due to it from
Bofors, after the bribery  scan-
dal broke out in April 1987, and
the then Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi struggled to explain the
dubious payoffs by Bofors.

In the final analysis, the
ITAT said 243 million Swedish

Kroners was pocketed by
Quattrocchi and Win Chadha.
But the most clinching link
between Quattrocchi, who got
the kickbacks, and the Nehru-
Gandhis came when former
Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh got the UK Government
to lift the freeze on Quattrocchi’s
bank account which had been
imposed at the behest of the Atal
Bihari Vajpayee Government.
This enabled Quattrocchi to
run away with the loot.

As against this unimpeach-
able evidence of kickbacks
received by a close family friend
of the Nehru-Gandhis, when
India bought field guns for its
Army, the allegations regarding
the Rafale deal do not seem to
have any legs to stand on. The
Supreme Court has found it
necessary to comment on the
inadequacy of the petitions
and on the excessive reliance on
Press reports.

The court has said, “We find
no reason for any intervention
by this Court on the sensitive
issue of purchase of 36 defence
aircraft. Perception of individu-
als cannot be the basis of a fish-
ing and roving enquiry by this
Court, especially in such mat-
ters.” Again, while discussing the
allegations regarding choice of
the offset partner, the court
said, “mere Press interviews or
suggestions cannot form the
basis for judicial review by this
Court…We do not find any sub-
stantial material on record to
show that this is a case of com-
mercial favouritism to any party
by the Indian Government….”

A critical issue raised in
the writ petitions related to the
pricing of the aircraft. The

Chief of Air Staff was opposed
to disclosure of price. Yet, the
court noted that “despite this
reluctance, the material has
still been placed before the
Court to satisfy its conscience”.
The court said it had “exam-
ined closely” the price details
and said it would not carry out
a comparison of price details
“in matters like the present”
and that there was need to
maintain confidentiality in the
matter.

Significantly, the court
observed that “adequate military
strength and capability to dis-
courage and withstand external
aggression and to protect the
sovereignty and integrity of
India, undoubtedly, is a matter
of utmost concern for the nation.
The empowerment of defence
forces with adequate technolo-
gy and material support is,
therefore, a matter of vital impor-
tance”. Therefore, the court felt
that the parameters of judicial
scrutiny in such matters of
defence procurement cannot be
the same as in judicial scrutiny
of tenders and contracts.

Those who are making reck-
less and unsubstantiated allega-
tions about the Rafale deal need
to absorb these lessons. This
writer has elaborated on the
Quattrocchi money trail just to
emphasise the kind of investiga-
tion that is needed to make an
allegation stick. Therefore, the
attempt by some political parties
to claim that the Rafale deal is
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
‘Bofors moment’ is laughable.
Sloganeering is no substitute for
evidence.

(The writer is Chairman,
Prasar Bharati)
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Sir — If the elections are fought
and won on the promise of
loan-waivers, free electricity or
water, subsidies or money in the
form of enhanced pension,
unemployment allowance with-
out statutory restrictions by the
ever vigilant and hyperactive
Supreme Court or the Election
Commission of India, we are
heading for anarchy and empty
coffers with no funds for infra-
structure, health or education.  

While suicide, by the farm-
ers or the distressed, remains a
crime constitutionally, the self-
appointed leaders of civil soci-
ety and the secular-liberal
spokespersons in the media cry
foul over the suicides and 
shed crocodile tears on such
cowardly acts. If India has to
progress morally, economically
and physically, it would be pru-
dent for the Election
Commission and also the apex
court to ban all such electoral
promises in letter and spirit
which make people dependent
on freebies and destroy work
culture. The top court should
also summon the leaders of the
national political parties asking

for a time barred withdrawal of
the reservation policy which
was originally envisaged for a
limited period of 10 years.

Jai Prakash Gupta
Ambala
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Generational conflict”

(December 15). Victories in
three Assembly States of
Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh
and Rajasthan have come as a
huge morale booster for the
Congress. And if the party wants
to further corner the BJP in the
2019 general election, the expe-
rience of the old guard will be
much needed. 

There is no denying the fact
that both leaders, Jyotiraditya

Madhavrao Scindia and Sachin
Pilot, played a pivotal role for
the Congress’ win in Madhya
Pradesh and Rajasthan respec-
tively, but the duo must be
patient so that they can be fur-
ther groomed under the hands
of the senior leadership. More
united the show they put up, the
better it will be for them. 

Bal Govind 
Noida 
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial,  “The Rafale soars”
(December 15). The Supreme
Court’s dismissal of all petitions
that sought a court-monitored
SIT probe in the Rafale deal has
come as a major blow to
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi who had been unneces-
sarily raking up the issue. 

The apex court said that
there is nothing to doubt the
process of decision-making in
the award of contract for the
purchase of 36 Rafale jets and
that there is no material to
show commercial favouritism. 

After the top court’s clean
chit to the Modi Government, it
was expected of Rahul Gandhi
to stop his tirade against the
Government and show magna-
nimity by ending matters here.
Regretfully, he decided to con-
tinue with playing politics and
has again made demands for a
Joint Parliamentary Committee
probe. 

MC Joshi
Lucknow
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On November 30, 2018, tens of
thousands of farmers con-
gregated in the national cap-

ital to protest against their financial
distress arising out of non-remuner-
ative price for their agricultural out-
put and ever-increasing farm debt
burden. They wanted a special ses-
sion of Parliament to discuss their
problems and demanded the pas-
sage of two laws (i) to guarantee
Minimum Support Price (MSP) for
all crops based on the recommen-
dations of the National Commission
on Agriculture under MS
Swaminathan (2006) and (ii) ‘one-
time’ farm loan-waiver. Truly speak-
ing, the enactment of both these
laws can be fiscally catastrophic. To
understand the implications, let us

look at how MSP is fixed and its
connect with subsidy.

To incentivise food production
and to make it available at afford-
able price to the target beneficiaries
(mostly poor), the Government
had already directed State agencies,
such as the Food Corporation of
India (FCI), to procure produce
from the farmers at MSP and
arrange its supply through the pub-
lic distribution system (PDS), at a
price much lower than the actual
cost of procurement. The differen-
tial amount was then to be reim-
bursed to the agencies, as subsidy.

Under the National Food
Security Act (NFSA), beneficiaries
are allowed to get five kg of cereals
per person, per month. Besides, 81
crore people are provided wheat at
the rate of two rupee per kilogram,
rice at the rate of three rupee per
kilogram and coarse cereals at the
rate of one rupee per kilogram. With
low sale price covering barely one-
tenth of the cost and the NFSA
requiring this network to supply an
estimated 60 million tonnes of sub-

sidised grains per year, it entailed a
food subsidy of �140,000 crore
(2017-18). In addition, �35,000
crore was to be spent on price sup-
port for pulses and oilseeds.  

With the inclusion of over a
dozen crops under the MSP and
using the methodology recommend-
ed by Dr Swaminathan — viz 50 per
cent profit over cost of production
(paid out expenses or A2 plus fam-
ily labour) for its determination,
which has already been implement-
ed by the Government — during the
current year, expenditure on food
subsidy is already expected to cross
�200,000 crore.

But farmers want C-2 cost (in
addition to A2+FL, and this includes
imputed cost of owned capital and
owned land) to be used for calcula-
tion of 50 per cent profit. This is
illogical. They have already been pro-
vided for return on owned land and
capital under C-2.  To give profit over
and above this would be fortuitous. 

Yet, if the Government recalcu-
lates on this basis, it will lead to
even sharper increase in MSP and

correspondingly, in food subsidy.
On top of this, if the MSP, too, gets
the legal backing, implications will
be mindboggling. 

Apart from covering farmers,
who sell their produce to State agen-
cies (for meeting requirements of the
PDS), those selling their output in the
marketplace will be entitled to claim
reimbursement for the shortfall in
realisation (mandi price) vis-à-vis the
MSP. Even subsistence/marginal
farmers, who produce food for self-
consumption and, hence, have noth-
ing to offer for sale, will qualify for
reimbursement. In short, almost the
entire food production of 285 million
tonnes (target for 2018-19) will
come under legally-protected MSP.   

These reimbursements on food
sold/consumed outside NFSA/PDS,
or over 200 million tonnes, will
impose an additional burden of at
least �100,000 crore (assuming
shortfall of a bare five rupee per kg
in market price vis-à-vis MSP). This
will be over and above �200,000
crore currently being spent for dis-
tributing 60 million tonnes under

the NFSA, plus the price support for
pulses and oilseeds. 

Going by the magnitude of loan-
waiver promises being made to the
farmers in the States that have gone
to polls in recent times, the second
legislation for a one-time waiver to
farmers’ debt will cost the exchequer
more than �200,000 crore. Already,
the Centre is struggling to find
resources for food subsidy under the
NFSA with dues pending to the tune
of �200,000 crore to FCI. One shud-
ders to think of a scenario whereby
it will be required to cough up an
additional amount of at least
�300,000 crore next year, contingent
upon passage of the two laws.  

This will completely destabilise
the budget and play havoc with the
Government’s fiscal consolidation
drive. Its ability to fund development
works, including investment in irri-
gation, rural roads, markets et al, will
be seriously undermined. This will
also affect the farmers’ ability to
increase production and sell, leading
to a further drop in income. It will
be a case of giving from one hand

and taking from the other. 
A legally-backed MSP will be

suicidal. The Government should
avoid treading this path. The gene-
sis of low price realisation by farm-
ers lies in them being forced to sell
the produce at notified agriculture
produce market committees. These
are cartelised and mostly controlled
by powerful traders who have con-
nections with politicians and bureau-
crats. They pay less to farmers and
rake in moolah by selling their pro-
duce to consumers at a high price. 

Instead of using the taxpayers’
money to compensate farmers (that
will only help traders continue with
their loot), the problem has to be tack-
led at source. Focus should be to dis-
mantle these cartels and invest heav-
ily in establishing alternative platforms
to enable them sell their produce.
Removal of restrictions on exports and
unencumbered foreign direct invest-
ment in retail are other potent policy
incentives that will help them realise
better price. Will Modi crack the whip?

(The writer is a freelance 
journalist)
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If only the Supreme Court’s dis-
missal of the petition seeking a
court-monitored probe into the

Rafale deal had come before the State
elections, it can be conjectured that the
results might well have been different
for the BJP, considering how minimal
the ‘swing’ in Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan was. For months, Congress
chief Rahul Gandhi worked hard on
building his campaign on a web of
unsubstantiated allegations. This, to
make corruption the central electoral
issue and to spite Prime Minister Modi
for doing so in 2014. Sadly, voters’
choice in the Hindi heartland reflect-
ed that five years were long enough a
time to grant absolution to the
Congress as collective amnesia set in.
The voters’ fury that was felt on 2G and
a series of scams of the UPA-II reced-
ed. The Lutyens’ clique of fixers,
bureaucrats, bankers, cronies and
media tried hard to undermine Modi’s
inclusive agenda. But in hindsight, the
systemic rot is too deeply entrenched
in the body polity of the nation to weed
it out in a single tenure.

Because, in contrast to previous
regimes, the Modi Government deliv-
ered more to the bottom 70 per cent
of the population through Direct
Benefit Transfer and Ease of Living
parameters. So, if the Prime Minister
is not able to solve all of the nation’s
problems in five years, should we vote
for those who created those very prob-
lems over 70 years? Salvation does not
lie in a change of regime; nor does the
solution lie in a disparate Opposition
uniting to ‘shoot the reformer’ for
attempting to weed out a parallel
economy, through a collective revival
of the old establishment brigade of
dynastic satraps, like the scam-taint-
ed Yadavs, the DMK clan or the dis-
proportionate assets-accused, like
BSP supremo Mayawati.

To deal with the deluge of disen-
chantment, it’s time for Modi to invent
a buoyant yet realistic narrative to
address concerns of all sections of soci-
ety that are seen moving away from the
BJP’s fold — from farmers to first time
voters to the middle classes and the
traders. Modi must persist with an
achievable sequel to the promise of
vikas, while admitting to some regime
lapses and spell out a roadmap with
stated timelines. However, in the long-
term, India needs to make the much-
required shift towards a non-agrarian
economy to match with other develop-
ing economies that are only 10 per cent
reliant on agricultural income. That
transition has not happened yet. What
the voter now seeks with immediacy is
redressal of economic woes instead of
catchy sloganeering.

These may not be the best of times
to make prophecies about 2019 or to
admonish a ruling regime that is
already in corrective mode. For that,

Prime Minister Modi already has a bat-
talion of Twitter economists who offer
instant expertise on how to course-cor-
rect by the minute. We are aware that
issues on the socio-economic and
political front are riddled with much
deeper complexities. Embedded with-
in these contradictions are tectonic
shifts in the offing that can alter India’s
political architecture. While Modi
remains the front-runner candidate for
2019, despite the loss of three saffron
bastions, popularity ratings between
him and his closest rival are steadily
narrowing, establishing the Congress as
a natural fulcrum for any anti-Modi
grand alliance.

So, one can only expect more
attrition and exodus in mainstream
parties while alliance partners of the
BJP can be expected to make more
upstartish demands. Also, expecta-
tions are high about a huge shift and
shuffle in the BJP’s voter base that was
at its optimal saturation point in 2014.
This is the time to woo back the core
voter base through speedy redressal of
livelihood issues. While local anti-
incumbency in the three heartland
States is not necessarily reflective of
a trend reversal at the national level,
there are some inferences to draw
from the just-concluded State elec-
tions. The lifeline the BJP needs to
infuse is some instant economic deliv-
erables, even if it means that fiscal
deficit figures exceed the target in an
election year. The Government must
go for enhanced spending over the
next two months; announce income-
support schemes along with farm
loan-waivers in the interim in a bid for
competitive populism; announce sub-
sidies on fuel; cut interest rates and
provide tax relief to the citizens,
especially the middle class.

Because, should it be Modi 2.0, he
will have all of five years to rectify fis-
cal profligacy. The Centre needs to boost
capital spending. Even if it is at a deficit
of 4.5 per cent of the GDP, it’s fine when

the objective is to push the growth rate.
Spending on roads, affordable housing,
construction, irrigation, rural electrifi-
cation, broadband, farm produce
godowns and cold storages and mass
rapid transit systems will help boost
labour-intensive sectors that create
employment. This will help yield social
and political dividends. So, the Centre
should hope that a pliant RBI Governor
agrees to transfer excess reserves to the
Government — this is much-needed to
spend on growth and to fund MSMEs
in order to ease sectoral distress.

With the industry’s reluctance to
spend on capex, who else will spend if
not the Government? So, if the
Government of India’s investments
augment growth, that translates into
higher revenues, deficits would take
care of themselves. Because despite
achieving optimal targets in affordable
housing, rural electrification and
Modicare schemes, investing in public
and household assets alone has not
helped the ruling party’s electoral
cause. This assumption is validated
through recent losses in the heartland
States which came from the rural vot-
ers, who account for about 74 per cent
of the electorate. Farm distress is an
obstinate problem that has persisted
since decades with no magic wand.

As time is running out, in order
to win back support among India’s 263
million farmers, even if as much as
four trillion rupees ($56.5 billion) in
loans are written off in a bid at com-
petitive populism, it is not unusual in
an election year to resort to such
quick-fixes. This was the eventuality
resorted to even by the previous
Congress-led UPA, which waived
loans worth nearly 720 billion rupees
in 2008 that helped it return to power
in 2009. While the BJP-led NDA suc-
ceeded in keeping food inflation low,
this came at the cost of compromising
on farmers’ remuneration. However,
income-support schemes, enhancing
non-agricultural employment, gener-

ating gainful urbanisation and fund-
ing more employment-intensive pro-
jects should be long-term solutions.

If the BJP-led NDA was beset with
legacy issues of policy paralysis, reck-
less lending and mounting NPAs, the
successive regime, which could well be
another Modi-led Government, would
also inherit the negative legacies of the
present regime. The worst of them is
that institutional heads did not adhere
to the dharma of bureaucratic discipline
by resolving conflicts within closed
doors but took an adversarial stance
with the Government. This sent out sig-
nals of erosion of the central authori-
ty like the open revolt in the Supreme
Court, the CBI and the RBI as also the
embarrassment of successive econo-
mists resigning “for personal reasons.”
The other inherent problem for the next
regime, though not a ‘legacy’ one, will
also be that despite retaining the lead
in being the fastest growing economy
at 7.3 per cent, India will need to accel-
erate growth to nine per cent in future
for any elected Government to fulfill its
commitment in jobs for all, which will
remain the biggest challenge.

However, the current dilemma is
that if a large section of the BJP’s core
voter base remains anti-incumbent,
where will incremental votes come
from? Aside from redressal of farmers
issues, 100 million millennials who will
be first-time voters are unenthused as
compared to first-time voters of 2014
because of under-employment. And
despite Modi’s best intent, triple talaq is
unlikely to make Muslim women polit-
ically beholden to the BJP, even as the
minorities will continue to stay with sec-
ular parties. It is because the perception
of intolerance has become synonymous
with the regime. Despite major strides
taken by this Government in financial
inclusion, the success of many social ini-
tiatives has not got prominence. False
narratives have obscured achievements.

The other vital question is to what
extent will the BJP infuse nationalist

issues and concerns of migrant infiltra-
tion, as dictated by its ideological par-
ent, the RSS, or attempt a revival of reli-
gious issues of the 1990s? A recent sur-
vey showed that reviving the mandir
mudda holds only 11 per cent traction
as issues of livelihood have gained pri-
macy. Supportive evidence of this is the
fact that the BJP fared badly in areas
where Yogi Adityanath campaigned. He
hijacked the development narrative
with a parochial one, which showed a
disconnect and apathy to livelihood
issues. The party, in its re-strategising
bid, is unlikely to switch track complete-
ly to issues of faith, as man cannot live
by prayer alone. Only economic deliv-
erables will convert to votes.

The BJP will enter the kurukshetra
of 2019 with five brahmastras in
hand: Its mascot Modi; powerful mes-
saging being planned to undo misin-
formation spread by Opposition; some
anticipated quick-wins with a pre-poll
spending spree on welfarism  and
putting more money into the hands of
rural voters and urban middle class;
splurging on campaign spend with its
huge financial war-chest; and the
combined manpower resources of six
crore karyakartas of the BJP-RSS
combine, so as to fire on all fronts.

Let’s not forget that the Modi-Shah
duo lost the crucial States of Bihar and
Delhi three years ago only to resurrect
by course-correcting fast enough to
expand the BJP’s national footprint into
19 States before the recent loss of three
States. Sadly, Governments in power
only heed the voice of their voter when
on edge. The prospects currently may
not be one of ‘India shining’, reminis-
cent of the negative associations with
2004, but it will surely be an ‘India dim-
ming’, should a politically and ideolog-
ically incoherent “coalition of rivals”
come to power in 2019, which would
be more disastrous. So think twice why
it must be Modi once more.

(The writer is an author and
columnist)
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Amaravati: Cyclone Phethai
barrelled through coastal
Andhra Pradesh on Monday,
triggering heavy rains, uproot-
ing trees and electric poles, and
claiming one life, officials said.

Train and air services 
were also disrupted because of
the cyclone.

East Godavari district bore
the brunt of the storm as it
made landfall near Katrenikona
in the afternoon, forcing evac-
uation of 20,000 people, 
who have been sheltered in
relief camps.

Howling winds that gusted
up to 85-90 kmph uprooted
electric poles and trees in
Katrenikona, Tallarevu and
Malkipuram in East Godavari,
disrupting power supply. 
No casualties were, however,
reported.

A man named R Durga
Rao aged 28 was killed when a
loosened soil hurtled down a
hillock following heavy rains in
Vijayawada city, according to
sources in the state’s Disaster
Management Authority.

Krishna district Collector B
Lakshmi Kantham announced
an immediate relief of �50,000
to the deceased’s family.

Deputy Chief Minister
(Home) N China Rajappa is
camping at Bhairavapalem vil-
lage in East Godavari district 
to oversee relief and rescue
operations.

The Real-Time
Governance Centre (RTGS) at
the state secretariat said
‘Phethai’ weakened into a
cyclone after making landfall.
It moved towards Kakinada,

hitting the town with down-
pour, before rolling towards
Visakhapatnam district, offi-
cials said.

Chief Executive Officer of
the RTGS Babu Ahamed said
pracautionary steps taken by
the authorities had minimised
damage to life and property.

He said trees were uproot-
ed in some 20 places and res-
cue teams had cleared the

debris in 15.
Spare electric poles were

kept ready, he said.
The South Central Railway

cancelled and rescheduled sev-
eral trains, while air traffic to
and from the port city of
Visakhapatnam was hit by tur-
bulent weather conditions.
Some flights had to be can-
celled or diverted to
Hyderabad. PTI
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The authorities on Monday
sealed off all roads leading

to headquarters of XV Corps in
Srinagar to thwart separatists
plan to stage a protest demon-
stration in the garrison area
against the spree of civilian
killings. Police detained two
main separatist leaders Mirwaiz
Umar Farooq and Yasin Malik
to foil their march towards the
largest cantonment in summer
capital Srinagar.

The separatists had called
for a protest demonstration in
front of the office of the XV
Corps Commander who com-
mands the military operations
in the entire Kashmir Valley.
The army had counselled the
people against paying heed to
the separatists’ call. The pro-
posed protest was part of 3-day
shutdown called by the sepa-
ratists against the killing of
seven civilians in Sirnoo village
of south Kashmir’s Pulwama
district on Saturday. Three
Hizbul Mujahideen terrorists
and an Army soldier were also

killed in the encounter. The
locals blamed the security
forces for “target killings.”

Senior separatist leader
Mirwaiz Umar Farooq defied
police restrictions on his man-
sion in Nigeen area of Srinagar
outskirts and led a group of his
supporters to march towards
the cantonment area. However,
he was intercepted by a large
contingent of police, mostly
masked personnel, who took

him into brief custody after a
bout of slogan-shouting.
Before being whisked to police
station, Mirwaiz was allowed
to address his supporters. He
blamed the state authorities for
unleashing a reign of terror by
killing what he called innocent
civilians.

“After indiscriminate
killings, civilians are branded as
over ground workers and ter-
rorists which is preposterous in

itself, but what is worse is that
this propaganda is used as a
means of endorsing and justi-
fying the civilian killings by
armed forces. Delhi has over-
played the terrorist, Pak proxy
and instigators card and no one
is buying this narrative except
some people in India at whom
it is aimed for electoral gains,”
Mirwaiz said adding the world
sees for itself the ever-growing
graph of atrocities and mas-
sacres of Kashmiris who are
seeking peaceful resolution of
the Kashmir dispute.

Another separatist leader
and JKLF chairman Yasin
Malik also detained by police
after he tried to march towards
Badami Bagh cantonment in
Srinagar. Reports said Malik
along-with his supporters
including several women
assembled at Gaw Kadal local-
ity to begin their march.

Eyewitnesses said as soon
as Malik reached near Budshah
bridge a police party swung into
action and detained him. Police
fired tear gas smoke shells to
disperse the crowd.
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In a major attack on the
Congress, the BJP on

Monday sought the resignation
of Congress president Rahul
Gandhi over the court ruling
on the anti-sikh riots. BJP’s
spokesperson Sambit Patra in
a press conference in Bengaluru
demanded the resignation of
Rahul Gandhi and asked him
to expel Madhya Pradesh Chief
Minister Kamal Nath from the
party. He said Kamal Nath’s
name has cropped up along
with affidavit and evidence
submitted in a report to the
Nanavati Commission, Patra
also demanded that Rahul
Gandhi should step down as
Congress president.

“Rahul Gandhi should
resign as Congress’ chief.
Kamal Nath ji’s name crops up
along with affidavit and evi-
dence in a report submitted to
Nanavati Commission,” he said.

“A man involved in anti-
Sikh riots has been made the
Madhya Pradesh Chief
Minister. Rahul Gandhi must
expel him from the party,”
Patra demanded.

Earlier in the day, the
Delhi High Court convicted

Sajjan Kumar in a case related
to the 1984 anti-Sikh riots
and sentenced him to life
imprisonment. A fine of �5
lakh was also imposed on him.
The court had asked Kumar to
surrender before December
31.The High Court reversed
the trial court verdict of 2013
and sentenced Sajjan Kumar
and five others in a case relat-
ed to the killing of five mem-
bers of a Sikh family in Delhi’s
Cantonment area in November
1984, following the assassina-
tion of the then prime minis-
ter Indira Gandhi.

After her assassination by
her Sikh bodyguards in 1984,
around 3,000 people were
killed in anti-Sikh riots when
mobs targeted innocent people.

Former Union Minister
and senior Congress leader
Kapil Sibal said in Delhi that
neither Sajjan Kumar — con-
vict in the 1984 anti-Sikh riot
case — was given a ticket by the
Congress, nor he does not
hold any office. Refuting alle-
gations against the Congress
party for saving the accused of
Sikh massacre, Sibal said,
“Sajjan Kumar wasn’t given
any ticket by our party and he
doesn’t hold any office.” 
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Even as the BJP moved the
Calcutta High Court for the

second time on Monday seek-
ing reversal of the State
Government order denying
permission to its Rath Yatra the
party leadership said it was
considering an “alternative”
padyatra or long march if the
Rath Yatra continues to get
mired by legal procedures.

“The party is considering a
padyatra in absence of the
Rath Yatra (as proposed earli-
er),” State BJP president Dilip
Ghosh who on Monday led one
of the protest marches
denouncing the Trinamool
Congress Government’s “bru-
tal murder of democracy in
Bengal,” said.

He said “we are keeping all

options open. The legal battle
will continue in the court but
a parallel struggle will resume
and continue on streets to
awaken and unite the people
against TMC’s dictatorship.”

The BJP plans multiple long
marches throughout the State
particularly along the proposed
Rath Yatra routes to be led by
bigger leaders. The long march-
es would be interspersed by
large rallies to be addressed by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and party president Amit Shah,
BJP sources said.

The BJP’s petition filed at
the Court of Justice Tapabrata
Chakrabarty would be taken up
for hearing on Tuesday. In the
petition the party has sought
permission for Rath Yatras
preferably on December 22, 24
and 26, sources said.

The same Court had earli-
er deliberating on a petition
from the saffron outfit direct-
ed the State Government to sit
with the BJP leaders and dis-
cuss the possibilities of the
Yatra and record the reasons of
its decision. The State took an
adverse decision denying the
Yatra on grounds of law and
order and communal tension.
It however allowed the BJP to
organise mass meetings to be
addressed by Modi and Shah.

Denouncing the
Government’s decision senior
BJP leader and Union Minister
Smriti Irani said “we had asked
for a permission to take out a
Yatra to save democracy but the
State Government denied per-
mission proving the real con-
dition of the State’s law and
order situation and showing

how the democratic system
works in this State.”

Reposing faith in the
Judiciary she said “we believe
in judicial system and have
supreme faith in it. But having
said that our struggle will con-
tinue against the Trinamool
Congress as institution of
democracy has gone to dogs in
this State.”

Reacting sharply to the
BJP’s demand for a Rath Yatra
permission Trinamool
Congress MP and Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee’s
nephew Abhishek Banerjee on
Monday said “this is no Rath
Yatra but an Asur Yatra (march
of the demons) in a seven star
bus which has all the luxurious
amentias for those BJP leaders
who would ride it: often com-
ing out of it o ignite commu-

nal tension and riots before
sleeping inside it to enjoy seven
star luxury.”

Another senior TMC
leader and Minister Partho
Chatterjee said “this Yatra
means for nothing to the peo-
ple of Bengal who will never be
swayed by this communal exer-
cise. It sounds attractive in
speeches but on ground the BJP
and its Yatra will have no
impact in Bengal.”

The CPI(M) on the other
hand said much of the Yatra
politics was a device of the two
parties to provide political
mileage to each other. “Both of
them rely on communal poli-
tics and each one is comple-
mentary to the other. This
Yatra politics is a part of it,” said
CPI(M) leader Tanmoy
Bhattacharya.
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Thiruvananthapuram: Four
transgenders, who were denied
permission to visit the
Sabarimala temple a day ago,
on Monday got the sanction to
pray at the temple, said one of
them.

Speaking to the media on
Monday evening, Ananya said
they approached a Kerala High
Court-appointed top police
official here in the morning and
insisted that they wanted to
visit the shrine wearing sarees.

After meeting Director
General of Police A.
Hemachandran, Ananya told
the media in the morning that
they had placed their demand
before the DGP, and wished to
pray in the dress of their choice
-- a saree.

“He (Hemachandran) has
said he will check with the
other two committee members
and get back to us and he also
asked us to meet IG of Police
Manoj Abraham. Now we have
got the permission to pray at
the temple and we will be
soon going for the darshan,”
said Ananya.

If required, they would
also be given police protection
for the darshan.

Ananya said they were so
happy that their efforts had
paid off and with this, trans-

genders from now on could
freely go and pray at the
Sabarimala temple.

On Sunday, the four-mem-
ber transgender team, who
came from Ernakulam, was
stopped by the police at
Erumely, the first base camp of
the temple town.

The police first told them
that if they change into men’s
attire, they would be allowed.
However, later the police
refused them the permission to
visit the Lord Ayyappa shrine.

Ananya said they were sub-
jected to ridicules, threats and
asked to return by the police.

From there, the team went
and complained to Kottayam
Superintendent of Police, A.
Harishankar.

On Monday, they arrived

in the state capital to meet
Hemachandran.

The Kerala High Court on
November 27 had set up a
three-member observer panel
to oversee the Sabarimala pil-
grimage season, after numer-
ous complaints surfaced against
the manner in which the police
were acting in the temple town.

Besides Hemachandran,
the panel also consisted of P.R.
Raman and S. Sirijagan, both
retired high court judges.

The temple town has wit-
nessed protests by Hindu
groups since the September 28
Supreme Court verdict that
allowed women of all ages to
enter the temple, including
those hitherto banned girls
and women aged between 10
and 50. PTI
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Chennai: Eighty fishing boat
groups were on Monday pro-
vided with 200 ISRO developed
satellite enabled communica-
tion devices by the Tamil Nadu
Government, that will provide
them real-time alerts on
cyclone and weather updates.

Chief Minister K
Palaniswami distributed the
gadgets to seven fishermen
from Chennai, Nagapattinam
and Kanyakumari engaged in
deep sea fishing, marking the
roll out of the devices, at the
Secretariat here.

Touted as the Indian ver-
sion of the American GPS
(Global Positioning System),
the NavIC (Navigation with
Indian Constellation) enabled
communication devices pro-
vides fishermen with real-time
updates.

The Indian Regional
Navigation Satellite System
constellation of eight satellites,
named “NavIC”, provides posi-
tion, navigation and timing
services over India and its
neighbourhood, according to
ISRO. A senior government
official, when asked about the

features of the device, said that
the gadgets are basically
‘receivers’,which emit a beep
signal when alerts are received.

“The devices are the size of
a soap box and are Bluetooth
enabled...The alerts can be
accessed by downloading the
NavIC App in android

phones...The alerts will appear
in Tamil,” he told PTI.

“These ISRO gadgets have
been distributed free of
cost...There are also no recur-
ring costs...These have to be
maintained properly,” he said,
adding that the devices would
come in handy for those going
for deep sea fishing.

During cyclone Ockhi last
year, several fishermen went
missing and the Tamil 
Nadu Government faced crit-
icism that timely updates about
the storm was not communi-
cated to them to enable them
return home.

The State Government had
announced in the 2018-19
budget that the gadgets would
be provided to fishermen
engaged in deep sea 
fishing. PTI
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Jammu: The much-awaited
Jammu ropeway project, aimed
at boosting tourism in the
State’s winter Capital, will
undergo trial runs from on
Tuesday, officials said.

“The Jammu ropeway pro-
ject is in full swing. The splic-
ing of the main rope of Section-
I (Mahamaya to Peer Kho) has
been completed by an interna-
tional expert. The pre-com-
missioning trial run of Section
I will start from December 18,”
Managing Director (MD), 
J&K Cable Car Corporation,
Shamim Ahmad Wani said 
on Monday.

Secretary, Tourism, Rigzin
Samphel visited the construc-
tion site of the ropeway project
at Peer Kho here Monday and
reviewed the progress of the
ongoing work.

He was briefed about the
construction work in all the
three stations and informed
that landscaping work at
Mahamaya and Peer Kho was
underway. The MD further
told him that the engineering
wing has been asked to com-
plete all pending works by
December 31, officials said.

The secretary said the pro-

ject would go a long way in
promoting tourism in Jammu
region, giving a fillip to the
local economy by creating jobs.

The 1.66-km-long cable car
project has two phases, first
from Bahu Fort to Mahamaya
Park and second from
Mahamaya to Peer Kho over the
Tawi river, with a total length of
1,118 metre, Wani said.

“The project is of great
importance and is going to be
the biggest tourist attraction (in
Jammu) in coming days,” he
added.

The cable car project would
provide people a high-quality
tourism experience with 
transportation facility, sight-
seeing and entertainment, the
MD said.

Planned in 1995, the pro-
ject was to be operated from
Bahu Fort to Mubarak Mandi
Complex initially. It was mod-
ified and relocated later when
Mubarak Mandi and Bahu 
Fort were declared as protect-
ed monuments.

The Cable Car
Corporation successfully 
conducted the trial run of the
first phase of the project in
April. PTI
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The corridors of power
inside civil secretariat com-

plex in Jammu on Monday
reverberated with chants of
‘Save Kashmir, stop killings of
innocent kashmiris’ as group of
PDP lawmakers, along with
their supporters, allegedly vio-
lated Section 144 before storm-
ing the seat of power. 

The site of these PDP lead-
ers roaming freely inside the
building and shouting slogans
by standing outside the offices
of advisors to the state
Governor embarrassed senior
security officers. 

PDP lawmakers were also

heard shouting slogans against
the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Home Minister Rajnath
Singh and Governor while
holding placards in their hands.

A large group of PDP lead-
ers and their supporters had
earlier slipped inside the civil
secretariat complex before tak-
ing out the protest march. 

They were led by sitting
PDP MLC Firduos Tak and for-
mer MLA’s Aijaz Ahmed Mir
and Yawar Mir. The PDP lead-
ers were protesting against the
killing of protesters in Pulwama
district of south Kashmir dur-
ing gunfight with terrorists.

The entire security grid
present inside the civil secre-

tariat remained mute spectators
and didn’t even prevented any
one from coming closer to the
office premises of Advisors to
the Governor on first floor of
the secretariat complex. 

Slogan shouting PDP pro-
testers moved across several
floors without facing any resis-
tance from security personnel.

After taking out the protest
march Firduos Tak told media
persons in front of the main civil
secretariat building, “I strongly
believe the central Government
is drawing a sadistic pleasure out
of these killings in Kashmir and
fulfilling the long desire of RSS
and BJP”. “The  desire and
thirst of blood of Kashmiris”.
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First fielding candidates
against probable ally

Congress in recent Assembly
polls in three central States and
then being conspicuous with
their absence at the oath-tak-
ing ceremonies of Congress
Chief Ministers in Madhya
Pradesh and Rajasthan, region-
al satraps Samajwadi Party(SP)
and Bahujan Samaj Party(BSP)
have themselves weakened the
possibility of a grand alliance
for the 2019 general elections.

Interestingly, after not-so-
encouraging results in the
recent Assembly polls, both the
SP and the BSP tried to dis-
tance from the BJP and imme-
diately announced support to
the Congress. 

But by not attending the
swearing-in ceremonies of two
Congress Chief Ministers on
Monday, the two regional par-
ties have probably given a clear
message to the grand old party
to come on their terms for the
grand alliance or else they
would remain aloof. 

While Mayawati has been
silent over not attending the
swearing-in ceremonies in the
Hindi speaking States, Akhilesh
chose to send his lone MLA in
Madhya Pradesh to represent
him at the function. 

“Mayawati has dreams of

becoming Prime Minister in
case of a hung Parliament in
2019. Hence, instead of joining
us to fight with the BJP in the
recent Assembly polls, she pre-
ferred to align with another
party — Janata Congress in
Chhattisgarh,” said UP
Congress Committee general
secretary Siddharth Priya
Srivastava. 

“Akhilesh also wants
Congress to come under his
party’s banner in the parlia-
mentary poll akin to what we
did in 2017 Assembly poll in
UP, as he planned to project
Mulayam Singh Yadav 
as the prime ministerial can-
didate. But now, by distancing
themselves from the Congress
in the Assembly polls in three
States, both have a slice of real-
ity to analyse,” Srivastava point-
ed out.

“In fact, the results of recent
elections have upset both SP
and BSP more in UP than the
BJP as leaders of both parties
had targeted Congress freely,
hoping that it would be at their
mercy in Uttar Pradesh. Even at
a recent meeting of opposition
leaders over a grand alliance in
Delhi, both Mayawati and
Akhilesh chose to give it a miss.
Hence their absence from the
oath-taking ceremonies did not
come as a surprise,” the
Congress leader said. 

Srivastava said that state
functionaries and leaders of the
party had conveyed to
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
that like in the recent Assembly
polls in Hindi heartland, the
party should distance itself
from both SP and BSP, even if
they went for an alliance in the
parliamentary polls. 
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Six persons were killed and
147 others injured late on

Monday afternoon after a
major fire broke out in the State
Government-run Employees
State Insurance Corporation
(ESIC) Kamghar Hospital 
at Andheri (East) in north-
west Mumbai.

A majority of those injured,
who have been admitted to the
various hospitals in the
metropolis, were patients 
and staffers.

Informed official sources
said that the toll might go up
further as some of the injured
were in a critical condition.

The fire was noticed near
the operation theatre of the
five-storey hospital located at
Marol locality of Andheri
(East). Before long, the fire
spread to other floors strand-
ing more 150 people in the fire-
engulfed building.

As the fire spread in the
building, a few patients pan-
icked and jumped out of the
fourth floor window. They suf-
fered fractures.

However, within minutes
of the fire being reported, at
least 12 fire tenders, 15 water
tankers and other specialised
equipment arrived on the scene
to battle with the blaze. The fire
brigade used ladders to bring
down those trapped in the
third and fourth floors of the
hospital building.

Leaping flames, coupled
thick cloud of smoke, made the
rescue operation difficult for

the fire brigade personnel.
After battling with the fire for
more than three and a half
hours, the fire brigade extin-
guished the blaze at 7.35 pm.

At around 8.30 pm, the
officials at the BMC’s disaster
control room pegged the 
number of deaths at six and
those admitted to various hos-
pitals at 147.     

A majority of those rescued
had suffered burn wounds. Of
the injured, 19 were admitted
to Cooper Hospital, Andheri
(West), 39 to P Thakrey
Trauma Hospital, Jogeshwari
(East), 40 to Holi Spirit
Hospital, Andheri (East), 44 t0
Seven Hills Hospital, Andheri

(East), three to Hiranandani
Hospital, Powai and two to
Sidhharth Hospital, Goregaon.

Initial reports said that the
fire might have broken out in
the hospital building with a
glass façade because of an elec-
trical short circuit. The hospi-
tal is located in the MIDC area,
an industrial hub in north-west
Mumbai.

Mumbai Mayor
Vishwanath Mahadeshwar,
who visited the mishap site
along with senior civic officials,
that the BMC would investigate
the cause of  fire and strict
action would be taken against
those guilty of lapses.  

Meanwhile, thick clouds of

smoke emanating from the
fire-hit hospital travelled quite
a bit, reducing the visibility in
the area and leading to peak-
hour traffic jams in the areas of
the neighbourhood.

The metropolis has wit-
nessed nearly ten fire mishaps
during the current year. In the
first such mishap that took
place on June 1, the fire br9oke
out in the third and fourth floor
of the six-storey Scindia House
at Ballard Estate in downtown
south Mumbai.

Twenty four hours later,
another fire broke out at a
leather company in Reay Road
in south-central Mumbai. No
injuries were reported in the

mishap. On June 9, a massive
fire broke out at Patel
Chambers at Fort in south
Mumbai. Two firemen were
injured after a part of the
building collapsed due to fire.

On June 13, a major fire
that broke out in the top floors
of a 34-storey building
“Beaumonde Towers” where B-
town’s reigning actress Deepika
Padukone lives, spread.
However, two hours later, the
fire fighters controlled the blaze
and rescued 90-odd residents
safely.

On August 5, a major fire
swept through the Regional
Transport Office (RTO) at
Tardeo in south Mumbai here
in the early hours of Sunday,
gutting hundreds of docu-
ments, licences, furniture,
computers, printers and other
items. There were no causali-
ties or injuries in the mishap.

On December 3 this year,
a massive fire had ripped
through the thick forests of
Aarey colony that falls inside
the Sanjay Gandhi National
Park (SGNP) precincts at
Goregaon (East) in north-
Mumbai, gutting forest area
measuring nearly 4 km.

Earlier on December 29
last year, 14 persons were killed
and 55 others were injured in
the massive fire that ripped
Mojo’s Bistro lounge, neigh-
bouring 1Above casual dining
restaurant and London Taxi
Gastro pub at Trade House in
the Kamala Mills compound at
Lower Parel in south-central
Mumbai.
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As part of a busy schedule
drawn up for him during

his day-long visit to
Maharashtra on Tuesday,
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will lay foundation stone
for upcoming first-ever Metro
Corridors in Thane district. He
will also launch a housing
scheme of 90,000 homes and
also perform “bhoomi puja”
for Pune Metro Rail Phase-3.

At Kalyan in the neigh-
bouring Thane district, Modi
will lay foundation stone for
the Thane-Bhiwandi-Kalyan
Metro and the Dahisar-Mira-
Bhayander Metro corridor
projects to ease the trans-
portation problems in the two
urban pockets located in the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region.
He will also launch a housing
scheme of 90,000 homes for
the poor sections of society at
the same venue, constructed
under the Pradhan Mantri
Awas Yojana (PMAY).

Modi will later head to
Pune, where he will perform
ground breaking ceremony for
the Pune Metro Rail Phase 3
and address a public meeting.

Earlier in the morning, the
Prime Minister would speak at
the Republic Summit organ-
ised by Republic TV, a private
news channel.

Subsequently, Modi will he
will release a book entitled
‘Timeless Laxman’ based on

the life and little known facets
of the legendary cartoonist,
the late R K Laxman, at Raj
Bhavan. The book has been
penned by his daughter-in-law,
Usha Srinivas Laxman.

It may be recalled that
Laxman — best known for his
creation The Common Man
for his daily cartoon strip, “ You

Said it “You Said It” in The
Times of India which started in
1951—passed away at a Pune
hospital on January 26, 2015.

Modi, who will arrive in
Mumbai at 8 am on Tuesday,
will wind up his day-long visit
to Maharashtra after addressing
a public rally at Pune late in the
evening.
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Bengaluru: The Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited’s Light
Utility Helicopter project has
notched another milestone as the
third prototype (PT3) made its
maiden flight on December 14.

The helicopter was flown
by test pilots, Wg Cdr (Retd)
Anil Bhambhani and Gp Capt
(Retd) M R Anand VM, the
Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) said in a release

here Monday. The flight was
flawless and the prototype
would augment development
flight testing in conjunction
with other two Prototypes
towards Certification, it said.

Indigenously designed and
developed by the state-run avi-
ation major Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited, the Light
Utility Helicopter (LUH)
achieved an important mile-

stone of flying at a 6-km alti-
tude here recently. 

Based on the feedback
from flight testing of PT1 and
PT2, PT3 is built to the stan-
dard of deliverable configura-
tion, the release said.

With this achievement,
LUH is now close to produc-
tion clearance and the unit is
confident of meeting require-
ments of the armed forces,
HAL CMD R Madhavan said.

The successful completion
of the first flight of LUH’s
third prototype is a quantum
leap and will soon replace the
aging fleet of Cheetah and
Chetak helicopters, according
to HAL Director (Engg and
R&D) Arup Chatterjee.

The LUH is a 3-ton class
new generation single engine
helicopter indigenously
designed and developed by
the Rotary Wing Research and

Design Centre (RWR&DC) of
HAL, it said. The first flight of
LUH PT-1 was carried on
September 6, 2016 and the
second Prototype flew on May

22, 2017. 
High altitude cold weath-

er trials of LUH are planned in
January 2019, the release
added. PTI
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Howrah (WB): Around 400
people of several villages of a
block in Howrah district were
affected by a skin disease sus-
pected to have been caused by
a fungus, officials said on
Monday.

The state health depart-
ment sent a medical team to
four villages of Shyampur-i
block during the day.

“The medical team was
sent after we were informed
that around 400 of people of
the area were affected by some
skin disease,” Chief Medical
Officer of Health Dr Bhabani
Das said.

It appears that the infec-
tion was caused by a type of
fungus, Das said and assured
the affected people not to
panic.

She said the report of the
team would be sent to the
department concerned and
the next course of action would
be decided after examining it.

The four villages where the
team visited are
Malanchaberia, Kathilabar,
Shibpur and Shyampur.

Health department sources
said how such a large number
of people have got infected is
being examined. PTI
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Guwahati: Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Monday alleged that the
Congress was involved in the
1984 anti-Sikh riots and it
should accept the verdict of the
Delhi High Court punishing
party leader Sajjan Kumar for
his role in it.

The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) leader alleged that the
Congress had a history of divid-
ing people on religious and
caste lines.

“It is a known fact that the
Congress was involved in 1984
riots. It should accept the (ver-
dict of the) Constitutional insti-
tution,” Adityanath said at a
press conference here. 

The Delhi High Court on
Monday convicted the senior
Congress leader for conspiracy
to commit murder in the 1984
anti-Sikh riots case and sen-
tenced him to imprisonment for
life.

On the Bulandshahr vio-
lence, the Chief Minister said all
those involved in the incident
would be arrested and punished
as per law.

“Law is equal for all. Law
will take its own course. The
Government acted very swiftly
in the matter. All those involved
will be arrested and punished,”
he said. There is no law and
order problem in Uttar Pradesh
and other BJP-ruled states in the
country, Adityanath claimed.

Violence broke out in
Bulandshahr town of UP on
December 3 over alleged cattle
slaughter, leaving a police
inspector and a youth dead as
a mob went on a rampage
torching a police post and clash-
ing with police, which had to
open fire to control the situa-
tion. Adityanath also attacked
the Congress for not accepting
the Supreme Court’s order on
the Rafale deal. PTI
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Ahmedabad: In the wake of
drought in parts of Gujarat, the
State Government on Monday
sought financial assistance of
�1,725 crore from the Centre to
carry out various relief works
in the affected regions.

The demand was put for-
ward before a central team
visiting Gujarat since the last
three days to assess the water
scarcity situation which has
arisen due to scanty rainfall this
monsoon, said Additional
Chief Secretary, revenue,
Pankaj Kumar.

He said the nine-member
central team, comprising offi-
cials from various ministries,
had visited Kutch, Morbi,
Banaskantha, Patan and
Surendranagar districts during
the three-day tour.

The team Monday held a
meeting with Chief Secretary J
N Singh and other key 
officials of the Gujarat
Government at Gandhinagar

upon the completion of their
assessment tour.

Kumar told reporters the
State Government’s estimates
suggests that a total of �2,902
crore will be needed to carry
out various relief works in the
drought-affected regions.

“We have so far declared
3,367 villages of 51 taluka in
the state as drought affected.
The central team had visited
five affected districts 
during the last three days and
held a meeting with Chief
Secretary today,” Kumar told
reporters in Gandhinagar after
the meeting.

“Our estimates suggests
that we would need �2,902
crore in total to carry out var-
ious relief works in affected
regions. Looking at the funds
available with us under SDRF
(State Disaster Relief Fund) and
norms governing it, we would
need additional �1,725 crore,”
said Kumar.

He said the team had given
a “positive response” on the
demand of central assistance of
�1,725 crore put forward by the
State Government.

“This fund will be utilised
in paying input subsidies to
farmers, providing drinking
water to people, for opening
cattle camps, providing assis-
tance to cattle shelters and to
distribute fodder in affected
regions,” the IAS officer said.

He said the State
Government is “confident” of
getting central assistance soon.

Gujarat had received just
73.87 per cent of the average
rainfall this monsoon.

Kutch had received just
26.51 per cent of average rain-
fall, while north Gujarat got
42.93 per cent, central Gujarat
66.83 per cent, Saurashtra 72.20
per cent and south Gujarat got
the highest of 94.79 per cent,
according to Met department
figures. PTI
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NOTICE INVITING E-TENDER

The Executive Engineer (E), Division-I, CCW, AIR, 8th Floor Soochna Bhawan,
New Delhi invites on behalf of President of India, online item rate/ bids for following
work:-
(i) NIT NO. 81/2018-19/EE(E)-I/CCW-AIR/Delhi. Name of work: - Maintenance of

Cultural Center at Sirifort Auditorium, New Delhi during 2018-19 (SH : Operation
of 16/35 mm Film/video Projection equipments etc.) (i) Estimated cost Rs.
828676/-, (ii) Earnest Money Rs.16574/- Period of completion: - 12 months, Last
date & Time of submission of bid 3.00 P.M on 26/12/18.

(ii) NTT NO. 82/2018-19/EE(E)-I/CCW-AIR/Delhi. Name of Work: Maintenance of
Sound System at Sirifort Auditorium, New Delhi. (SH : Operation of Sound
System in Audi-I/H/III/IV) (i) Estimated cost of Rs.1157166/-, (ii) Earnest Money
Rs.23143/- Period of completion: - 12 months, Last date & Time of submission of
bid 3.00 P.M on 26/12/18.

(ii) NIT NO. 83/2018-19/EE(E)-I/CCW-AIR/ Delhi. Name of Work: R.M.O. Early Fire
Alarm & Fire Fighting System at Akashwani Bhawan, New Delhi during 2018 -
2019 (SH: Round the clock operation and general maintenance of both systems),
(i) Estimated cost Rs.1237812/-, (ii) Earnest Money Rs.24756/- Period of
completion: -12 months, Last date & Time of submission of bid 3.00 P.M on
26/12/18.

Note: - The bid forms and other details can be obtained from the website: -
www.tenderwizard.con/AIR.

Sd/-

davp 22433/11/0019/1819  Executive Engineer (E)-I

PRASAR BHARATI
INDIA'S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER

CIVIL CONSTRUCTON WING, ALL INDIA RADIO
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Equity benchmark Sensex
continued its winning

streak for a fifth straight session
on Monday, surging over 307
points with gains mainly in
auto, metal and financial stocks
as investors maintained their
bullish stance in view of
strengthening rupee, narrow-
ing trade deficit and sustained
foreign fund inflows. 

Besides, market partici-
pants took cues from stronger
Asian markets.  

The 30-share BSE Sensex
closed at 36,270, showing a rise
of 0.85 per cent or 307 points.
In the intra-day trade, the
gauge hit a high of 36,312.

The Sensex had climbed
1,003.21 points in the previous
four sessions.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty ended at 10,888, a gain of
0.77 per cent or 83 points, after
shuttling between 10,900.35
and 10,844.85. 

On a net basis, foreign
portfolio investors (FPIs)
bought shares worth Rs 861.94
crore Friday, while DIIs sold
equities to the tune of Rs
303.52 crore, provisional data
showed.

The Indian rupee was trad-
ing 37 paise higher at 71.53
against the US dollar, tracking
positive domestic macro-eco-
nomic data.  

India’s trade deficit stood at
USD 16.67 billion for
November 2018 as against USD
17.13 billion in the previous
month.

Analysts attributed the

market per-
formance to
stabilisation
of crude and
rupee and
also high-
l i g h t e d
i m p r o v e d
d o m e s t i c
m a c r o s ’
importance
in providing
a positive
momentum
to the market.

Among Sensex con-
stituents, Tata Motors emerged
as the best performer by surg-
ing 4.10 per cent, followed by
PowerGrid at 3.77 per cent.

Vedanta Ltd shares climbed
as much as 2.21 per cent after
the NGT set aside the Tamil
Nadu government order for
closure of the company’s cop-
per plant at Tuticorin, saying it
was “non sustainable” and
“unjustified”.

Other index gainers
include HDFC (2.89 per cent),
Wipro (2.01 per cent), Tata
Steel (1.88 per cent), Coal
India (1.88 per cent), HDFC
Bank (1.75 per cent), IndusInd
Bank (1.71 per cent), RIL (1.70
per cent), ICICI Bank (1.68 per
cent), NTPC (1.67 per cent),
ITC Ltd (1.61 per cent), ONGC
(0.95 per cent), Maruti Suzuki
(0.71 per cent) and Bajaj Auto
(0.55 per cent).

Adani Ports, Yes Bank,
M&M, TCS  and Sun Pharma
too were in fine shape and rose
up to 0.50 per cent.

Bucking the overall trend,
Kotak Bank, Infosys, Bharti

Airtel, Hero MotoCorp, HUL,
Asian Paint, Axis bank, L&T
and SBI fell up to 2.50 per
cent.

Sectorally, the BSE metal
index moved up 2.03 per cent,
followed by energy index 1.54
per cent, oil and gas 1.34 per
cent, power 1.31 per cent,
infrastrcuture 1.14 per cent,
PSU 1.13 per cent, FMCG 0.93
per cent and bankex 0.56 per
cent.

However, capital goods,
consumer durables, realty and
teck indices ended lower by up
to 0.27 per cent. 

Overseas, Asian markets
ended higher with Japan’s
Nikkei rising 0.62 per cent, fol-
lowed by Shanghai Composite
Index 0.16 per cent, Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng 0.02 per
cent, Taiwan index 0.14 per
cent and Korea KOSPI 0.08 per
cent.

However, European shares
were lower in late morning
deals. Paris CAC 40 fell 0.40
per cent, Frankfurt DAX was
down 0.03 per cent and
London’s FTSE dropped 0.18
per cent.
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The average of students get-
ting campus placements

from management, technical
and engineering institutions is
less than 60 per cent,
Parliament was informed on
Monday.

The information was
shared by Union Minister of
State for HRD Satya Pal Singh
in response to a written ques-
tion in Lok Sabha.

“As per the placement data
of students available with All
India Council for Technical
Education (AICTE), average
campus placement of the grad-
uates from management, tech-
nical and engineering institu-
tions has not reached up to 60
per cent,” Singh said.

“To encourage 100 per
cent placements to the gradu-
ates, AICTE has launched out-
come-based model curricu-
lum for UG and PG level
courses in engineering and
management programmes to
make it industry oriented.
Institutions have now been
made responsible for arranging
internships of their students so
as to enhance their employa-
bility,” he added. 
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Despite the
e l e c t o r a l

reverses in key
states faced by the
ruling BJP, the
U n i o n
Government is
unlikely to
announce any large farm loan
waiver or fiscal sops ahead of
general elections, Credit Suisse
said on Monday.

The agricultural distress
is impacting 200 million work-
ers and can cause political
churn and policy experimen-
tation, leading to uncertainties
in times of the ongoing eco-
nomic slowdown, the foreign
brokerage said in a report.

There has been speculation
over steps the Government
takes for the agri sector in wake
of BJP losing assembly elections
in Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan,
with some reports suggesting a
farm loan waiver would be
around the corner before the
general elections next year.

“We do not expect any
new large farm-loan waivers or
other fiscal sops in the run up
to elections,” the report said.

The report comes days
after a group of economists
including former RBI governor
Raghuram Rajan, pitched for
doing away with farm loan
waivers.

The agri distress-induced
uncertainties come at a time of
economic slowdown and there
will be cuts to GDP growth

estimates for FY20, which cur-
rently stand at 7.5-7.8 per cent,
it said.

On the upcoming elec-
tions, it said in the last two
decades, there have not been
visible impact on market direc-
tion because of such exercises.

The brokerage said it
prefers the industrial sector to
perform better than consump-
tion, which has been a main-
stay for the last few years.

With the expectation of
industrials doing better, it said
corporate banks will also have
a better showing.

It said industrials have
underperformed the bench-
marks by 48 per cent in the last
decade, while the recent years
have witnessed the sector
stocks lagging despite earning
recoveries.

The consumption stocks
are “over-priced”, it said, adding
that it is underweight on the
sector.

On the global develop-
ments, it said they matter less
for the domestic markets as the
foreign portfolio investors
account only for a third of the
trading volumes and have not
been net buyers for the last
three years now. 
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India’s biggest eco-friendly
Electric Vehicle Technology

Expo ‘8th EVEXPO 2018’ is set
to begin from December 21 at
hall No. 7,  Pragati Maidan, New
Delhi. The 3 day event shall
showcase the latest and tech-
nologically advanced, pollution
free 2, 3 & 4 wheeled e-vehicles,
parts and accessories, charging
solutions and technology from
more than 150 national and
international companies.

The Expo shall be inaugu-

rated by Nitin Gadkari,  Minister,
Road Transport & Highways,
Shipping and Water Resources at
10:30 am on 21st December at
Hall No. 7, Pragati Maidan.

Spread over an area of
1,10,000 Sq ft, EV EXPO 2018
brings to the Electric Vehicle
industry the opportunity to
launch and showcase, see and
understand the latest in electric
vehicles, components, battery
technology, accessories and
Services for convenient and envi-
ronment friendly transportation
of passengers and goods.
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Anew airport com-
plex at Bamrauli

Airport in Prayagraj
district of Uttar
Pradesh was inaugu-
rated on Monday by
Prime Minister of
India, Narendra Modi.
The inauguration took
place in the august
presence of Ram Naik,
Governor of Uttar
Pradesh; Yogi
Adityanath, Chief
Minister of Uttar
Pradesh, Suresh Prabhu, Union
Minister of Commerce and
Industry and Civil Aviation;
Keshav Prasad Maurya, Deputy
Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh,
Sidharth Nath Singh, Minister
of Medical & Health,
Government of Uttar Pradesh,
Nand Gopal Gupta “Nandi”,
Minister of Civil Aviation,
Government of Uttar Pradesh,
Dr. Mahendra Nath Pandey,
Member of Parliament (Lok
Sabha), Shyama Charan Gupta,
Member of Parliament (Lok
Sabha), Nagendra Pratap Singh
Patel, Member of Parliament
(Lok Sabha). In his address, PM
applauded the efforts made by
Airports Authority of India to

complete the project of New
Airport Complex in record 11
months and congratulated Shri.
Suresh Prabhu Minister of Civil
Aviation and team of AAI. 

Airports Authority of
India, under the supervision of
the Ministry of Civil Aviation
is committed to provide air
connectivity and develop and
upgrade airport infrastructure
across the country. Due to the
proactive measures being
undertaken by the govern-
ment, Indiais already one of the
fastest growing civil aviation
markets in the world. 

The New Airport Complex
of BamrauliAirport has been
developed by the Airports

Authority of India, at a cost of
�164Crores. Bamrauli Airport
belongs to the Indian Air Force
and AAI maintains a Civil
Enclave there. The previous
Civil Enclave had an area of 0.8
acres with constrained opera-
tions through a small Terminal
Building. There was no scope
for expansion of the terminal
building at the present location.
Hence, a New Airport
Complex withmodern terminal
building has been constructed.
Government of Uttar Pradesh
hasacquired and handed over
50 acres of land to the Airports
Authority of India for devel-
opment of the New Airport
Complex.
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In what has become the highlight of the
Vibrant Gujarat Global Summits held bienni-

ally, the Government of Gujarat is organising the
Vibrant Gujarat GlobalTrade Show 2019 (VGGTS
2019), from 18-22 January 2019, at the Exhibition
Ground, near Mahatma Mandir, Gandhinagar.
With an area of nearly 2,00,000sq. mt, VGGTS
2019 will have the largest exhibition area hous-
ing 18 domes, showcasing nearly 25 sectors, over
2000 stalls and as many companies. The Vibrant
Gujarat Global Summit was conceptualized in
2003 by Prime Minister of India and the then
Chief Minister of Gujarat, NarendraModi, to rein-
force the position of Gujarat as a preferred invest-
ment destination within India.

From a modest exhibitionarea of 3000 sq.

mtr comprising 36 stalls in Vibrant Gujarat 2003
to an area ofmore than 1,25,000 sq. meters com-
prising over 1000 stalls in Vibrant Gujarat2017,
the Trade Show over the years has become a sig-
nificant platform for companies to exhibit
their products, services and showcase their suc-
cess stories to delegatesfrom across the globe.

Nearly 1.5 million visitors and approxi-
mately 3000 International Delegates from over
100 countries are expected at the Exhibition. A
replica of Statue of Unity, Bullet Train simula-
tor, Farm-to-Fabric Pavilion and Fashion Show
with a focus on ‘Make in India’ and Khadi are
some of the attractions at the Trade Show. The
Fashion Show in association with Gujarat
Chambers of Commerce & Industry (GCCI) will
be held at the Sabarmati Riverfront on the
evening of 19th January.
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Shares of Jet Airways fell over
3 per cent after the company’s

former CEO Nikos Kardassis,
who made a comeback to the
carrier in an advisory role, has
once again parted ways with it.

On the BSE, the scrip shed
3.79 per cent to settle at �250.10.
Intra-day, it lost 4.90 per cent to
�247.20, its lowest during the day.

On the NSE, the stocks
declined 3.44 per cent to close at
�250.95. During the trading ses-
sion, it had touched a high of
�253.90 and a low of �247.10.

On the equity volume front,
a combined of over 1.1 crore
units were traded on the stock
exchanges during the day.

The Greek-American avi-
ation veteran in his third
comeback to Naresh Goyal-
controlled Jet Airways in May
was roped in to revive the for-
tunes of the full-service carri-
er following its dismal financial
performance since January this
year.

The former chief executive
officer parted ways with the air-
line after Goyal initiated dis-
cussions with his investment
partner Etihad Airways for
further stake sale to garner
funds, said another source. 
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The board of automaker
Nissan failed on Monday

to agree a replacement for for-
mer chairman Carlos Ghosn
after his arrest for financial
misconduct, as tensions grow
in the firm’s alliance with
Renault.

The Japanese company
removed Ghosn from his post
last month after he was
detained on allegations of
under-reporting his salary.

But it failed Monday to

name a replacement, with CEO
Hiroto Saikawa saying a com-
mittee advising the board on
the decision needed more time.

“It was decided that the
committee wishes to continue
discussions, we accepted that,”
he told a press conference
after the board met in
Yokohama.

Media reports ahead of
the meeting suggested the
board was unlikely to reach a
decision soon, in part because
of open discord with French
automaker Renault.
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State-owned Oil and Natural
Gas Corp (ONGC) and Oil

India Ltd (OIL) spent over
�13,000 crore on 115 oil and
gas discoveries which were
taken away from them by the
Government for auctioning to
private companies, Oil Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan said on
Monday.

The present BJP-led NDA
government took away so-
called idle small and marginal
discoveries of ONGC and OIL
and auctioned them to private
firms under Discovered Small
Field (DSF) bid rounds.

Under DSF bid round-1, 67
discoveries, mostly of ONGC,
were auctioned, while in the
second round, bids for which
are due next month, another 48
finds are being auctioned, he
said in a written reply to a ques-
tion in the Lok Sabha.

“As informed by ONGC, an
amount of �12,826 crore has
been spent by ONGC on the
discoveries/fields identified in
the first and second round of
Discovered Small Field Policy.
An amount of �224.27 crore
has been spent by OIL in this

regard,” he said.
ONGC and OIL are not

compensated for the amount
they had spent on discoveries of
these oil and gas reserves.
Unlike State-owned firms, the
private players are allowed pric-
ing and marketing freedom to
make these discoveries viable.
ONGC and OIL have stated that
they could not produce from the
discoveries as they are uneco-
nomically at current cap prices.

“With a view to increasing
domestic production of oil and
gas, the Government in May
2016 launched Discovered
Small Field Bid Round-I under
which 67 discoveries of ONGC
and OIL, which had not been
put into production, were
offered for auction through
international competitive bid-
ding,” Pradhan said. “The pol-
icy has now been extended to
its second round to include 48
un-monetised discoveries of
ONGC and OIL under DSF
Bid Round-II.”

Under DSF-I, 47 compa-
nies participated in the bidding
process, he said. ONGC and
OIL were also allowed to par-
ticipate in the auction to get
back their own discoveries.
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Despite the pace of highways
projects undertaken by

state-run National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI) pick-
ing up in the last three years, it
is likely to remain short by 33-
37 per cent of its FY19 target of
completing 6,000 km, says Icra.

With a strong unexecuted
pipeline and concerted efforts
on right of way, the NHAI is on
a strong footing and is set to
witness sustained growth in
execution in FY2019, the high-
est ever over the last one decade
(FY2010- FY2019), the agency
said in a statement issued on
Monday.

As on March 31, 2018,
NHAI has around 15,000 km of
portion, which included pro-
jects awarded over the last five
years, under completion.

However, pending appoint-
ed date (AD) for the hybrid
annuity model (HAM) projects
should not be seen as a concern
when financial closure has
already been achieved, the
report said.
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Australia were on course for
a series-levelling win in the
second Test after another

below-par batting performance
from India undid the good work
done by their bowlers on day four
on Monday.

Chasing 287 on a testing sur-
face, India were 112 for five at
stumps with skipper Virat Kohli's
(17) dismissal in the 20th over of
the second innings dealing a mas-
sive blow to the away team's
hopes.

The last specialist pair of
Hanuma Vihari (24) and Rishabh
Pant (9) were in the middle when
stumps were drawn and they will
have to bat well in the first session
on day five for India to have any
chance of scoring the remaining
175 runs.

The ordinary batting effort came after
a sensational performance from pacer
Mohammad Shami, who took a career best
six for 56 in Australia's second innings to
bring India back into the contest.

Shami removed the set Usman Khawaja
(72) and Tim Paine (37) to trigger a batting
collapse that saw Australia being all out for
243 after the duo batted out the entire morn-
ing session.

At tea, India were reeling at 15 for two

and following the break it got worse for the
visitors as they lost wickets in a bunch.
Murali Vijay (20) and Virat Kohli (17) added
35 runs for the third wicket before things
went into a downward spiral.

Kohli was the first to go, with Lyon
inducing him forward and the batsman
edged it to slip as the Australian players
broke into celebration.

Two overs later, Lyon (2-30) got an off
break to jump off the rough and Vijay was

bowled going for a drive as India were
reduced to 55-4.

Ajinkya Rahane (30) came out
playing his shots and took on the bowl-
ing with two fours as well as a six. He
put on 43 runs for the fifth wicket with
Vihari as India started thinking of at
least taking the fight into day five.

But it was not to be, as Rahane hit
a drive straight to point off Josh
Hazlewood (2-24) and India plunged
to 98-5.

Earlier before tea, KL Rahul (0)
played another indecisive stroke and
was bowled off Starc on the fourth ball
of the second innings. The bigger
moment came when Hazlewood had
Cheteshwar Pujara (4) caught behind
off a faint edge in the fourth over to
leave India leaning on Kohli once
again.

This was after a fiery spell from
Shami brought India back into the

game. Post lunch, Australia collapsed in
a heap as they lost five wickets for 15 runs
in the space of eight overs.

Shami was the wrecker-in-chief, taking
4-26 after lunch, as his express pace com-
bined with short stuff bamboozled the
Australian lower order.

Skipper Paine was the first go, unable
to negotiate sharp bounce and gloving to
Kohli at second slip.

Fit-to-bat Aaron Finch (25) came out to
bat next, but lasted only one ball, clipping

down leg side and caught behind. Shami was
on a hat trick for the second consecutive Test,
but missed out.

An over later though, using the second
new ball, he got rid of Khawaja with anoth-
er sharp rising delivery to pick his fourth
five-wicket haul in Test cricket.

Eight balls later Jasprit Bumrah (3-39)
got rid of Pat Cummins (1), bowled off a
delivery keeping too low.

Lyon (5) hit out and took Australia past
200, but Shami knocked him over in simi-
lar fashion to the rest as he picked his best
figures in Test cricket. 

The last wicket pairing of Mitchell Starc
(14) and Josh Hazlewood (17 not out) frus-
trated the Indian team though, and added
36 golden runs for the 10th wicket, taking
the lead past 280. In the morning session,
Australia reached 190-4 at lunch. 
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Former champions Mumbai claimed
three points against Baroda after

their four-day Elite Group A game ended
in a tame draw at the Wankhede Stadium
on Monday.

The only interest left when play com-
menced was whether Baroda, who con-
ceded a 29-run lead on Sunday, could
skittle out the hosts and 41-time cham-
pions cheaply in the second innings and
give themselves enough time to force an
outright victory.

But that was not to be as Mumbai,
who resumed at 20 for two, lost the wick-
et of captain Siddhesh Lad very early
before the remaining batsmen ensured
that Baroda did not come back into the
game.

Although the other first innings
centurion other than Lad, Shreyas Iyer
(30), too, departed before lunch, the
lower middle order held fort and took
Mumbai to 307 for seven, an overall lead
of 336, before declaring the innings
closed.

Play was then called off with Baroda

not commencing their second innings.
In the Mumbai second essay,

Shubham Ranjane (64 in 105 balls)
Eknath Kerkar (56 not out in 115 balls)
and Shivam Dube, who struck a brisk 76
in 60 balls studded with 7 sixes and three
fours, got the major portion of the runs.

Baroda got one point from the drawn
encounter.

Meanwhile, at Nashik, Saurashtra
defeated hosts Maharashtra by 5 wickets.

For Saurashtra, slow-left arm
orthodox bowlers Dharmendrasinh
Jadeja grabbed seven wickets in
the second innings as he wreaked
havoc on the Maharashtra bats-
men.

While chasing, Saurashtra lost
half their side, but eventually
romped home.

At the Karnail Singh stadium in New
Delhi, Vidarbha hammered Railways by
118 runs with Aditya Sarvate taking six
wickets to bowl out Railways for 124 in
their second essay.

While Karnataka took three points as
their game ended in a tame draw against
Gujarat on the basis of the first innings

lead at Surat.
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������Punjab gained three points as Tamil
Nadu held firm for a draw on the final day
of the Elite Group 'B' match.

Faced with a massive deficit of 264 runs,
the visitors saw skipper Baba Indrajith (93),
Dinesh Karthik (74) and Vijay Shankar (51
not out) get among the runs to defy the
Punjab bowlers and finish the day at 383

for 6.
The result meant Tamil Nadu,

now on 12 points, is almost out of
contention for a berth in the
knockout phase.

Punjab also has the same
number of points, but has played

one game less.
Five teams from Group 'A' and 'B' put

together will advance to the quarterfinals,
based on the number of points accrued.

On a track that was easier to bat as the
game wore on, the Tamil Nadu batsmen
made sure the home side did not get the
opening they were seeking in the quest for
a win and also six points.

In other Group 'B' matches, Himachal

Pradesh outclassed Andhra Pradesh by an
innings and three runs in Atmar to gain
seven points while the Bengal-Hyderabad
encounter ended in a draw.

�%���%��%��	������
�%����Tripura hammered Goa by 10
wickets in their Elite Group C game.

Tripura were in command from the first
day and it took them less than an over to
chase the 8-run target on the final day and
add seven points to their kitty.

Following on Goa batsmen, barring
Suyash Prabhudessai (65), faltered against
Harmeet Singh (3-46) and M B Mura Singh
(3-55).

Goa began from their overnight score
of 113/3 but Prabhudessai ran out of part-
ners and could not take the side to chal-
lenging total.

The target was easily overhauled by
Tripura.

Meanwhile, at the Palam ground in the
national capital, Services grabbed 7 points
as they overcame Assam by 10 wickets.

For Services, pacer Diwesh Pathania (5-
56) picked his second five-wicket haul of the
match and ended the game with a 10-wick-

et haul.
Chasing 72 for an outright win, Services

openers Nakul Verma (39 not out) and
Navneet Singh (31 not out) took the side
home with ease in 18.1 overs.

And at Lucknow, Jharkhand took three
points after their match against Uttar
Pradesh ended in a draw.

	��	���������%=
+�%����Pacer Ishwar Chaudhary grabbed
a six-wicket haul as Sikkim thrashed
Mizoram by 105 runs in their Plate Group
fixture.

In Dehradun, Nagaland's Arbar Kazi
produced a strong rearguard fightback with
157 not out in an unbroken 137-run sev-
enth wicket partnership with Nitesh
Lohchab (44 not out) to salvage a draw
against group leaders Uttarakhand.

This was Uttarakhand's first draw after
five successive wins as they had to settle for
three points on basis of their first innings
lead.

Needing two wickets to seal the win on
the final day, Sikkim bundled out Mizoram
for 236 in 74.5 overs to seal their third win
with two sessions to spare.
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The onfield verbal duel between rival
captains Virat Kohli and Tim Paine

has been one of the talking points of the
second Test but Australia pacer Josh
Hazlewood Monday played it down, say-
ing it was done in good spirits.

"I think it was all good fun, it's quite
competitive out there as you know and
there's going to be words from time to
time but it was all in good spirits,"
Hazlewood said.

"I don't think we read too much into
it, we go about our work as we see fit and
the Indians can do what they like. We
control what we control and our behav-
iour is what we control. We'll worry
about that and let everything else take
care of itself."

It worked out well for Australia in
the end as Kohli was dismissed for 17
in the second innings as India crashed
to 55-4 in their chase. But, Hazlewood
said Australia was not targeting a sin-
gle batsman.

"No definitely not. I probably see
(Cheteshwar) Pujara as the big wicket
as far as when I'm bowling, the glue that
holds them together I think. He's bat-
ted the most balls this series and scored
nearly the most runs.

"I see Pujara as a big wicket and
Ajinkya Rahane as well. So the Nos 3,
4, 5 as the key wickets and we see it a
bit unstable in the other parts of the
order. Certainly not all the focus is on
Virat Kohli," he said.

Australia were on course for a
series-levelling win after reducing India
to 112-5 at stumps on day four, but
Hazlewood said there were still some
work to do for them for another home
victory.

"I didn't go to the UAE, so it feels a
bit of a long time between wins, but
there's still a lot of work to do tomor-
row. Anytime I'm playing in Australia
we feel pretty confident, especially the
bowlers feel very confident in getting 20
wickets and a result," he said.

"Last year, we got there four times
out of five, so we are feeling pretty con-
fident. It's just putting that into practice
more often than not this summer," he
added.
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Warring captains Virat Kohli and
Tim Paine on Monday resumed

their verbal duel, forcing on-field umpire
Chris Gaffaney to warn both the play-
ers on the fourth morning of the second
Test between India and Australia.

During the 71st over bowled by
Jasprit Bumrah, the respective captains
were seen exchanging words after Kohli
decided to field close to the non-strik-
er and Gaffaney had to step in.

"You're the one that lost it yesterday.
Why are you trying to be cool today?"
Paine told Kohli.

"That's enough, that's enough,"
Gaffaney interrupted.

"Come on, play the game. You guys
are the captains. Tim, you're the captain."

Paine replied: "We're just having a
conversation. There's no swearing ...
Keep your cool Virat."

Kohli said something which could-
n't be picked up by the microphones.

A couple of balls later, the warring
duo almost came close to chest bump-
ing when the India skipper walked in
front of Paine while he was completing
a run.

Kohli later appeared to plead his
case to square-leg umpire Kumar
Dharmasena as Paine and Usman
Khawaja continued to extend Australia's
second-innings lead.

"I reckon it's a sign Kohli is starting
to lose it," former Test bowler Damien
Fleming said on SEN radio.

India commentator Sanjay
Manjrekar wasn't too pleased with
Kohli's behaviour but former Australian
skippers Ricky Ponting and Michael
Clarke said they had no issue with the
verbal exchange between the two cap-
tains and that no line has been crossed
so far.

Tensions had flared-up towards the
end of day three with Kohli and Paine
exchanging verbal volleys as the game
headed for a nail-biting finish. 
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Injured Prithvi Shaw was on Monday ruled
out of the entire Test series against

Australia with the BCCI replacing the
young opener with Mayank Agarwal.

Shaw had suffered a left ankle injury
while attempting a catch in a practice
game against Cricket Australia XI.

The 19 year old from Mumbai had
scored 66 in that game in Sydney.

"The All-India Senior Selection
Committee has named Mayank
Agarwal as his replacement," said
a BCCI release.

With KL Rahul failing terri-
bly in two Tests, the team man-
agement may hand Test debut
to 27-year-old Agrawal, who
plays for Karnataka.

Rahul scored 2 and
44 in Adelaide but
managed 2 and 0 in
Perth, where India
are staring at a

defeat on the final day.
Agarwal who has played 46 first class games,

scored 25 and 53 for his Ranji side against Gujarat
in his last match.

The selectors have also added all-
rounder Hardik Pandya to India's
squad for the third and fourth Test to
be played in Melbourne and Sydney
respectively.

The third Test is scheduled to
begin in Melbourne from December
26.

�	��F���@��
Virat Kohli (captain), M Vijay,
KL Rahul, Cheteshwar Pujara,

Ajinkya Rahane (vice-captain),
Hanuma Vihari, Rohit Sharma,
Rishabh Pant (wicket-keeper),
Parthiv Patel, R Ashwin, Ravindra
Jadeja, Kuldeep Yadav, Mohammed
Shami, Ishant Sharma, Umesh Yadav,
Jasprit Bumrah, Bhuvneshwar Kumar,

Hardik Pandya and Mayank
Agarwal. 
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Pacer Mohammed Shami on
Monday said India missed a trick

in not playing a full-time spinner on
a pitch where Australia tweaker
Nathan Lyon has already bagged
seven wickets.

"The team management makes
these decisions. We can't do anything
about it. We had one spinner who
didn't bowl badly. (But) If you ask me,
I feel there should have been a spin-
ner, but these things depend on
your management," said Shami.

"After such a long time we have
an Indian pace attack where all the
bowlers are fast and are bowling good
lines and lengths. Four years ago we
weren't even this experienced. You
must have seen the difference in our
accuracy from four years ago."

India lead the four-match series
1-0 after their 31-run win in the
opening Test at Adelaide.

"It helps a lot to have a good
bowler at the other end, who has the
same mentality as you and is keep-
ing things tight.

"This keeps the pressure up, and
sometimes you don't even realise
when the game turns your way. The
bowler at the other end is sometimes
just as important," he added, heap-
ing praise on the fast-bowling unit.

Talking about his career-best
spell, the pacer said, "I always try to
bowl a good line and length. Rest is
up to your luck, how many wickets
you get or not. Your approach has to
be good. If you are playing Test crick-
et, you have to focus on your line and
length. You will get the wickets auto-
matically.

"Sometimes when you have a
long partnership, you have to wait,
especially on a wicket like this where
we were beating them again and
again. It wasn't as if we were bowl-
ing bad balls, but even on bowling
good lengths we were not getting
wickets. As soon as we got a wicket
the momentum changed and we
used it."
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Lionel Messi continued his
sublime form by netting his

31st La Liga hat-trick as
Barcelona thrashed Levante 5-0
to regain their three-point lead
at the top of the table.

The 31-year-old
Argentinian arrived in Valencia
having scored two free-kicks in
last weekend's derby thumping
of Espanyol. He took his goals
tally for the season to 20 after a
virtuoso display, while also tee-
ing up Luis Suarez's 35th-minute
opener and Gerard Pique's late
fifth.

Barca were under pressure
after Atletico Madrid and sec-
ond-placed Sevilla had both
moved level on points with the
Catalan giants.

But after resting his key stars
for their final Champions
League group-stage match
against Tottenham in midweek,
coach Ernesto Valverde saw his
refreshed side cruise to a third
straight league win without con-
ceding a goal.

"At the beginning it was dif-
ficult, they squeezed us and had
a chance that hit the woodwork,"
said Valverde on Sunday.

Levante started the game
brightly and visiting goalkeep-
er Marc-Andre ter Stegen was
forced into an early save by
Ghanaian Emmanuel Boateng.

But Barca did not take long
to start moving through the
gears, with Messi curling wide
from long range before testing
Oier Olazabal in the Levante
goal with a free-kick.

Just seconds after Boateng
hammered a left-footed strike
against the crossbar, the reign-
ing Spanish champions broke
the deadlock as Messi jinked
through a mesmerised home
defence and picked out Suarez
who volleyed home.

But Levante, who had ended
Barcelona's dreams of going
through last season's La Liga
campaign unbeaten with a
remarkable 5-4 victory in the
penultimate game, came close to
a quick response as Jose Luis
Morales fired over.

The match was all but ended
as a contest when Messi bore
down on goal two minutes
before half-time and drilled low
into the net.

"I'm happy to have won
here, because last year we came
and they put five goals past us
having gone the whole season
unbeaten, so we knew about the
danger of Levante and it was a
match we had marked out,"
added Valverde.

He wasted little time after
the restart to add his second in
the 47th minute, sweeping home
Jordi Alba's clever cutback,
before completing his treble

with a simple tap-in from Arturo
Vidal's square pass on the hour
mark. Messi has scored five
goals in two league games since
finishing only fifth in the voting
for the Ballon d'Or earlier this
month.

A bad evening for Levante
worsened with 14 minutes to
play, as left-back Erick Cabaco
was sent off for a reckless lunge
on Ousmane Dembele. Centre-
back Pique added further gloss
to the scoreline in the 88th
minute, rampaging forward to
collect Messi's pass, before keep-
ing his cool and rolling the ball
home.
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Liverpool will take on fellow five-
time winners Bayern Munich in the
last 16 of the Champions League,

while Jose Mourinho's struggling
Manchester United face French giants
Paris Saint-Germain.

Holders Real Madrid were paired
with Ajax in Monday's draw in Nyon as
the Spaniards attempt to lift the trophy
for the fifth time in six seasons, while
Lionel Messi and Barcelona will play
Lyon.

Both Liverpool and Bayern have a
rich tradition in the competition, each
winning it five times and Liverpool were
beaten finalists last season.

Liverpool are the current form side
of the two and sit top of the Premier
League while Bayern, under new coach
Niko Kovac, have been far short of their
own high standards in the Bundesliga
this season.

"That's the team of
the hour, the league
leaders in England, they
are playing really good
football, very physical,
really stepping it up.
We are looking forward
to it," Bayern sporting director Hasan
Salihamidzic said of the tie with
Liverpool.

"A tough cookie, but that's some-
thing to look forward to as a player."

%�	����=���
Pep Guardiola's Manchester City

take on German side Schalke 04 while
Atletico Madrid, beaten finalists in 2014
and 2016, come up against Cristiano
Ronaldo and Italian heavyweights
Juventus.

"A very difficult match, with few
goals," Juve vice-president Pavel Nedved
predicted.

"No doubt Cristiano is the man of
the Champions League, he has always
shown that, with goals and victories. Our
team is very strong and we can be calm
and confident."

Bundesliga leaders Borussia
Dortmund will meet Tottenham Hotspur
for the second season in a row, having
faced each other in last year's group stage,
while Roma meet two-time former
champions Porto.

"We've already met them
(Tottenham) twice. A strong opponent,

the chances are at 50-50. The team has
top players. We are also strong, it will be
interesting," Dortmund CEO Hans-
Joachim Watzke told Sky.

Meanwhile, United go into a first
ever meeting with PSG trailing Premier
League leaders Liverpool by 19 points
following Sunday's 3-1 defeat at Anfield,
and face a formidable task against a side
featuring Neymar and Kylian Mbappe —
the world's two most expensive players.

Lyon coach Bruno Genesio says his
team can draw on their group stage dis-
plays against City — a 2-1 win and 2-2
draw — ahead of their clash with five-
time European champions Barca.

"We'll need to pull off two big per-
formances, in the first leg and in the
return, but we can do it. We did it against
City," said Genesio.

"It's tough. They are a team that Lyon
has already played against but never beat-
en. Barca are more experienced and
stronger but over two matches anything
is possible," Gerard Houllier, who holds
an advisory role at the French club, told
RMC Sport.

Teams that finished in second place
in the group stage will host the first legs
on February 12/13 and 19/20 with the
return matches scheduled for March 5/6
and 12/13. 
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